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PREFACE 

Research Report No. 56-15 describes a series of test programs for an 

experimental study of plates and slabs for the verification of the discrete

element solution. It is the fifteenth in a series of reports on the work in 

Research Project 3-5-63-56, "Development of Methods for Computer Simulation of 

Beam-Columns and Grid-Beam and Slab Systems." It is the first report dealing 

with experimental verification based on the results of carefully controlled 

tests, and considers plates on rigid supports under a variety of load and 

stiffness conditions and a slab on a clay subgrade under two loading conditions. 

Results of static loading on the plates and slab are presented as well as ex

perimental results of some cyclic loadings on the slab together with a prelimi

nary interpretation of the data. 

Our thanks are extended to Professor Hudson Matlock for his suggestions 

at various stages of the work, Messrs. Harold H. Dalyrmple and Fred Koch for 

their help in instrumentation, and Mr. Marlin Bakke for the fabrication of the 

necessary test equipment. 
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the manuscript and Mr. Art Frakes for his great pains in coordinating the report 

preparation. 

We wish to thank the sponsors of this research study, the Texas Highway 

Department and the U. S. Department of Transportation Bureau of Public Roads, 
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ABSTRACT 

To obtain test results for use in verifying discrete-element analytical 

methods for slabs-on-foundation, a study of small-dimension plates and slabs 

was conducted, with the basic approach divided into two parts: 

(1) a check of the modeling and method of solution for plates on simple 
supports for a variety of stiffness and load conditions and 

(2) an investigation of the modeling of the soil-structure interaction 
problem of a slab-on-foundation using linear and nonlinear charac
teristics according to the Winkler assumption. 

For the first part, tests were conducted on thin plates of two materials 

and under simple support conditions. These included isotropic plates under 

several loading patterns, isotropic ~lates with discontinuity, and orthotropic 

plates. The loads in all cases were restricted in order to keep the deflec

tions small. 

For the second part of the study, tests were conducted on a slab resting 

on a clay suhgrade under two different loading conditions. Plate load tests 

were performed to determine linear and nonlinear characteristics for repre

senting the soil subgrade. These characteristics were also determined from 

stress-strain relations of the soil, obtained from unconfined compression tests. 

Measured deflections and principal stresses obtained for the plates in 

the first group of tests were compared with the analytical solutions using in

dependently determined material properties of the plates concerned. From the 

study of all cases dealing with the variety of loadings, supports, and stiff

nesses, verification of the method of solution within acceptable accuracy was 

established. 

From comparison of the second group of tests with the analytical results, 

it was observed that for small loads, good agreement exists between experimen

tal and analytical solutions using linear or nonlinear springs; however, for 

larger loads only nonlinear soil characteristics produce good agreement. 

Based on the experimental evidence, the discrete-element model methods 

provide satisfactory analytical solution for two-dimensional problems. 
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In addition to the results of static loading, experimental results of 

some cyclic loadings on the slab are presented and a preliminary attempt is 

made to interpret the data, modify the soil representation for cyclic loading, 

and compare the experimental results with the analytical solutions thus ob

tained. 

KEY WORDS: Analysis, discrete-element, instrumentation, plate, orthotropic 

plate, slab, testing, soil modulus, nonlinear support, experimental verifica-

tion, cyclic loading, soil-structure, pavement slab. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Problem 

A general discrete-element method for solution of discontinuous plates 

and slabs has been described by Hudson and Matlock (Ref 19) and Stelzer and 

Hudson (Ref 43). The principal feature of the method is a physical model re

presentation of the plate or slab by bars, springs, and torsion bars which are 

grouped in a system of orthogonal beams. The initial development utilized an 

alternating-direction iterative technique to solve for the deflections of the 

plate or slab, and a subsequent development utilized a direct matrix manipula

tion technique. The direct solution method has been shown to be more efficient 

computationally. 

The method was subsequently modified by Panak for more precise modeling 

of orthotropic plates (Ref 29); and Pearre and Hudson further modified it to 

handle variable increment lengths between stations, permitting more precise 

modeling near abrupt changes, without excessive computer storage (Ref 30). 

These early solutions could handle only linearly elastic supports but Kelly 

(Ref 20) modified the method to include nonlinear support characteristics. 

The method was checked by comparing solutions using it with data existing 

for problems previously solved, but more complete checks were desired. Since 

validity of analytical solutions can best be established by comparing them 

with results of carefully controlled tests, an experimental study of plates 

and slabs under a variety of load, support, and stiffness conditions appeared 

to be needed; and this study of small-dimensioned plates and slabs was con

ducted. 

Research 

The objectives of this study were to verify use of the discrete-element 

model as a satisfactory analytical tool for two-dimensional problems such as 

elastic plates under transverse loads, and to investigate the use of the dis

crete-element model to reach a satisfactory solution for soil-structure inter

action problems, e.g., slabs on a soil subgrade. 

1 
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The research was divided into two parts, one to check the modeling and 

method of solution for plates on simple supports for a variety of stiffness 

and load conditions and the second to investigate the modeling of a slab on 

soil foundation, using linear and nonlinear Winkler foundation models. 

Tests for the first part of the study were conducted on both aluminum 

and Plexiglas model plates, 25 inches square and resting on four points. Test 

loading was done in increments of 10 pounds with a maximum of 40 pounds, plus 

a seating load of 10 pounds. Deflections were measured by O.OOOl-inch dial 

gages, and strains, where obtained, were measured by rosettes. Preliminary 

tests involving four-edge support were conducted also, but because of short

comings in the test set-up they were not continued. The four-point support 

tests were performed to find 

(1) deflections and strains on aluminum plate under center loading, 

(2) de flec t ions and strains on aluminum plate under off-center loading, 

(3) deflec t ions and strains on aluminum plate with a slot cut in the 
plate, 

(4 ) deflections for isotropic Plexiglas plate, and 

(5) deflections for orthotropic Plexiglas plate. 

The second group of tests used an instrumented aluminum slab 9 by 9 by 

1/8 inches resting on a clay subgrade compacted in a 2-foot cubic box. The 

subgrade material was prepared by extrusion at an average density of 116 

lb/ft3 and a moisture content of 38 percent. Load was applied by a mechanical 

screw jack, measured by a load cell, and recorded on a digital voltmeter. De

flections of the slab were measured by linear variable differential transform

ers and dial gages, and strains were measured by rosettes. Tests were con

ducted for center load and two-point corner loads. Load was applied continuous

ly up to 255 pounds for center load and 208 pounds for corner loads and records 

for loads, strains, and LVDT's were obtained at regular intervals on a 40-

channel voltmeter with a digital scanning system. Testing was done under 

static as well as cyclic loading. 

Characteristics of the soil sub grade , for use in the computer program, 

were determined by tests conducted on circular rigid plates of different diam

eters (Ref 37), and from stress-strain relationships of the soil, obtained 

from unconfined compression tests. 
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Report 

This report describes the tests carried out to accomplish the study 

objectives. Chapter 2 presents a brief discussion of the basic equations 

connected with the theory of elastic plates and slabs, the main contributions 

by various researchers, and the limitations of their approaches. A brief 

history and description of the discrete-element method is included. 

Chapter 3 describes the instrumentation techniques used to measure and 

record strain, deflection, and load in performing the tests. 

Chapter 4 describes the procedure to investigate the modeling of plate 

behavior, including the tests conducted, materials used, and the loading con

ditions, and presents an analysis of the data, including a comparison of the 

experimental and analytical solutions for deflections and principal stresses. 

Chapter 5 describes the test program for slabs resting on clay soil for 

two loading conditions. Data analysis, including representation of the soil 

subgrade with linear and nonlinear characteristics, is briefly described, and 

the comparison between experimental and analytical solutions using both types 

of soil springs is included. 

Chapter 6 presents some of the test results from cyclic loading on the 

slab and includes discussion interpreting the data, modifying the soil repre

sentation for cyclic loading, and comparing the experimental results with the 

analytical solutions thus obtained. 

Chapter 7 presents conclusions, suggestions for further research, and a 

section on application of results. 
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CHAPTER 2. EXISTING ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Existing Analytical Solutions 

Elastic Plate Problem Solutions 

Analytical solutions for two-dimensional plate problems have been 

discussed by Timoshenko (Ref 47) and others who characterize three kinds of 

plate bending: (1) thin plates with small deflections, (2) thin plates with 

large deflections, and (3) thick plates. This report deals only with the 

first of these, using the following assumptions: 

(1) There is no deformation in the plate's middle plane. 

(2) Points of the plate which initially lie normal to the middle sur
face of the plate remain normal to the middle surface of the plate 
after bending. 

(3) The normal stresses in the direction transverse to the plate can 
be disregarded. 

With these assumptions, the deflected surface of an isotropic plate is 

described by the biharmonic equation 

4 ~4w ~4w 
D ( 0 w + 2 u + _u_ \ 

\ ~x4 2 2 4 ) 
u dX dY dY 

q (2.1) 

where 

D the bending stiffness of the plate, 

w the deflection (positive upwards), 

q the lateral load. 

A complete discussion of this equation is given in Chapter 2 of Ref 47. 

For a given set of boundary conditions, solution of this differential 

equation gives all the information necessary for calculating the stresses at 

any point in the plate. Closed-form solutions of this equation are available 

for a number of special cases, including homogeneous, isotropic plates, which 

5 
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are generally round with a finite radius, or square with infinite dimensions 

in the x and y-directions. The loading conditions in most closed-form solu

tions are either uniform over the entire plate or concentrated in the center 

of the plate. Solutions of isotropic plates for specific cases are readily 

accomplished by hand calculation, but computers must be used for solutions of 

homogeneous orthotropic plates. As the problem becomes involved, with various 

combinations of load, support, and stiffness conditions, closed-form solutions 

are generally not available and an approximate numerical method must be used 

to solve the problem. 

Slab-on-Foundation Problem Solutions 

For solving slabs-on-foundations, sub grade soil has been represented by 

the Winkler assumption and the semi-infinite elastic-isotropic solid. In the 

Winkler assumption (Ref 55), soil strata are approximated by a series of infi

nitely closely-spaced independent springs. Spring stiffness k, known as 

modulus of subgrade reaction, is defined as 

k .9-
w 

(2.2) 

where 

q '1' .. 1b/' 2 so~ react~on at any po~nt, ~n ~n; 

w deflection at that point, in inches. 

Soil type and size of loaded area are the main influences on k Determina-

tion of k has been discussed in detail by Terzaghi, Skempton, Barkan, Cho

pane, and Vesic and Saxena (Refs 45, 40, 1, 6, and 50, respectively). 

In the semi-infinite elastic-isotropic solid concept, Hogg, Ho11, Pickett 

and others, and Vesic and Saxena (Refs 15, 16, 32 and 33, and 50, respectively) 

represented the subgrade soil as a semi-infinite elastic half space, charac-

terized by modulus of deformation and Poisson's ratio 

Solutions involving the Winkler assumption were developed by Westergaard 

and formulas are available which can be used to find deflections, moments, 

and stresses for three special-case loadings: corner, edge, and center 

(Refs 51 through 54). These solutions are subject to severe limiting assump

tions, which are not realistic. 



(1) The slab is assumed to be infinite, whereas in reality it is 
always finite. 

7 

(2) The subgrade, assumed to have uniform and linearly elastic support, 
is not always uniform for many reasons, including differential 
settlement and local loss of support. The nonlinear characteris
tics of the soil are totally ignored. 

(3) The concrete slab assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and elastic 
material of uniform thickness is not so in reality, since the sub
grade is generally not perfectly level when the slab is poured. No 
provision is made for cracks or discontinuities. 

Extensions of this work are discussed by Hudson and Matlock (Ref 19) and 

Pickett and others (Refs 32 and 33). 

For the semi-infinite elastic-isotropic solid, Pickett and others (Refs 

32 and 33) developed the fundamental equation of Hogg (Ref 15) into influence 

charts. Vesic and Saxena (Ref 50) developed equations for deflections and 

pressure by extending Biot's theory of bending of plates (Ref 2) and the 

equations of Holl (Ref 16) and Hogg (Ref 15) with the help of Bessel's func

tions. Lee (Ref 21) also discussed the solutions obtained using this 

approach. The semi-infinite elastic-isotropic solid approach is also subject 

to the following limitations: 

(1) The soil subgrade represented bv the elastic constants according 
to this concept ignore the nonlinear characteristics of the sub
grade. 

(2) The problem of limitations imposed for plates according to elastic 
theory is also unresolved for slabs. 

(3) These solutions are almost inapplicable when a discontinuity in 
the slab or subgrade is encountered. 

Need for Another Analytical Method 

After considering the various methods available for the solution of 

plates and slabs and the severe limitations imposed by them, it was considered 

desirable to develop an analytical method capable of the following: 

(1) allowing freely discontinuous variation of input parameters, includ
ing bending stiffness and load; 

(2) providing for combination loading, including lateral loads, in
plane forces, and applied couples or moments; 

(3) handling freely variable foundation conditions, including the non
linear characteristics of the subgrade; and 

(4) application to orthotropic plates. 
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Recent Developments Based on Numerical Methods 

The theories and solutions discussed above are based on infinitesimal 

calculus, but since many complex engineering problems do not properly fulfill 

the conditions governing the use of such calculus and cannot be solved by 

resorting to it, so-called "numerical" methods have been developed in the 

past few years. Two major numerical methods are of interest. 

Discrete-Element Method 

The discrete-element method presented b" Matlock, Hudson, and others 

(Refs 23, 19, and 43), is capable of meeting most of the requirements of a 

new method. The subgrade soil in this approach is represented by the Winkler 

foundation. 

Matlock (Ref 23) presented a discrete-element model (Fig 1) which satis

fied the differential equation for a beam-column, using infinitesimal incre

ments. The model is a system of rigid bars connected by springs which repre

sent the stiffness F of the beam. 

Hudson and Matlock (Ref 19) extended this bar-spring model to a slab, 

using an alternating-direction iterative method to solve for the deflected 

shape of the slab. This method depends on an estimate of the closure param

eter, which is difficult to make in certain practical slab and plate problems. 

Stelzer and Hudson (Ref 43) utilized a direct matrix manipulation technique 

to obtain the deflections, and this has been shown to be more efficient com

putationally for most problems than the alternating-direction technique. 

Figure 2 is a pictorial representation of the discrete-element model of 

the slab as suggested bv Hudson and Stelzer (Refs 19 and 43). The slab is 

replaced bv an analogous mechanical model representing all stiffness and 

support properties of the actual slab. The joints of the model are connected 

by rigid bars which are in turn interconnected by torsion bars representing 

the plate twistin2 stiffness C. The flexible joint models the concentrated 

bending stiffness D and the effects of Poisson's ratio v· The equations 

shown are normally used to compute the stiffness properties D and C in

volving modulus of elasticity E, thickness t of plate or slab, and v 

The soil support is represented by independent elastic springs, i.e., the 

Winkler foundation, and concentrated at the joints. Figure 3 shows a typical 

joint representing rigid bars, springs, and torsion bars. 
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Elastic Joint (Beam Stiffness ~ F = 12 ) 

Fig 1. Discrete-element beam model (Ref 23). 



Elastic Joint (Plate Bending 

E t3 
Stiffness 0 = 12 (1_ .,2)) 

Rigid Bar 

i+1 

Torsion Bar (Plate Twisting 

E t 3 

Stiffness C = 12 ( I + If) ) 

_x 

Fig 2. Discrete-element model of a plate or slab (Ref 19). 



Elastic Block z Rigid Bar 

j 

Rigid 

Torsion 

Fig 3. Typical joint i,j taken from discrete-element slab model (Ref 19). 
,..... 
,..... 
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The deflection at each joint is the unknown. The basic equilibrium 

equations are derived from the free-body of the slab joint with all appro

priate internal and external forces and reactions. These equations include 

summing the vertical forces at each joint and summing the moments about each 

individual bar. A complete derivation of these equations and the fourth

difference equations can be found in Ref L,.J. 

The equations resulting are arranged in matrix form, as shown in Fig 4 

and represented by 

'Ylhere 

[K][W] [Q] 

[K] stiffness matrix, symmetrical about its major diagonal and 
banded (with the central band five terms wide, the bands 
on either side of the central band three terms wide, and 
the two extreme bands only one term wide); 

[W] deflection vector (unknown); 

[Q] load vector. 

The stiffness matrix is partitioned into submatrices, which are shown by 

dashed lines. A back and forth recursive technique analogous to Matlock's 

method of solving beams and columns (Ref 23) is applied to the submatrices to 

solve for the deflections; and slopes, moments, shears, and reactions are com

puted using the difference-equation relations. A computer program, DSLAB 5 

(Ref 43), has been developed and written in FORTRAN computer language for the 

Control Data Corporation 6600 digital computer. 

Subsequent developments include (1) DSLAB 19 and 21 (Refs 11 and 28), 

modified versions of DSLAB 5 requiring less computer storage and computation 

time, (2) VISAB 3 (Ref 30), which handles variable increment lengths in the 

model, permitting more precise modeling near abrupt changes in load, support, 

or stiffness of the plate or slab; and (3) DSLAB 30 (Ref 29), which models 

orthotropic plates more precisely, considering a constant relationship between 

bending stiffness in one orthogonal direction and the Poisson's ratio in the 

opposing direction and vice versa according to Maxwell's theorem of reciprocity 

(Ref 48). The early solutions could handle only linearly elastic supports, but 

Kelly (Ref 20) modified the method to include nonlinear support characteristics. 
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Finite-Element Method 

In the second major numerical method, a given continuum is divided into 

a finite number of pieces, called finite elements (Refs 7, 56, 14, and 5). 

These elements are assumed to be joined together by certain displacement 

functions at a number of intersections called nodal points. The finite ele

ments in general should be simple to arrange in an orderly fashion and should 

be adaptable to variations of size and shape. Triangular, rectangular, qua

drilateral, and other shapes have been used. The conditions of static equi

librium and compatibility are satisfied in forming the set of simultaneous 

equations. Details of this method for structural problems in general are 

given in Refs 7 and 56, for plate problems in Ref 14, and for slabs-on-elastic

foundations in Ref 5. 

The difficulty in making the proper choice for the shape of the element 

and displacement functions has been a limitation to this method; improper 

choice of a displacement function can introduce considerable error. 

Application of this method to soil-structure interaction problems for 

footings, considering the nonlinear behavior of soils, was utilized success

fully by Desai and Radhakrishnan (Refs 9 and 35, respectively). With increased 

use of this method, a rational approach may be evolved for all soil problems, 

and it may then be possible to apply this method to slab-on-foundation problems 

in which linear and nonlinear characteristics of the subgrade can be studied. 



CHAPTER 3. INSTRUMENTATION 

A brief description of the techniques used to measure and record strain, 

deflection, and load for the tests is presented in this chapter. 

Strain Measurements 

For plate and slab problems, strains are measured in at least three di

rections at the same location so that the principal strains and stresses can 

be computed. For this study, rectangular rosettes oriented at 0, 45, and 900 

were used, as shown in Fig 5. Their specifications are given in the following 

table. 

TABLE 1. ROSETTE SPECIFICATIONS (from Ref 12) 

Make BLH Electronics 

Type FABR-25-l2Sl3 

Gage factor 

Resistance 

Gage length 

Grid dimensions 

Carrier material 

2.08 ± 1 percent 

120.0 ± 0.5 

0.25 inch 

0.36 X 0.16 inch 

phenolic glass 

At least one rosette was fixed to measure the maximum strains close to 

the loading point and the remaining rosettes were located at other significant 

positions. For the plate problem, rosettes were fixed at identical positions 

on the top and bottom of the plate so that one could serve as a check on the 

other and to eliminate the effects of in-plane forces. 

For the corner loads slab test single strain gages were fixed as near the 

edge of the slab as possible. Their specifications are shown in the following 

table. 

15 
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Gage A 
Gage B 
Gage C 

oriented 01 0° 

oriented at 45 ° 
oriented at 90° 

F 5. Rectangular rosette. 



TABLE 2. STRAIN GAGE SPECIFICATIONS (from Ref 25) 

Make Micro-measurements 

Type EA-13-250BG-120 

Gage factor 

Resistance 

Grid dimensions 

2.095 ± 0.5 percent 

120.0 ± 0.15 percent 

0.25 X 0.125 inch 
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To find the elastic properties of the materials, i.e., modulus of elasti

city E and Poisson's ratio v , SR-4 epoxy foil general purpose strain 

gages oriented at 90
0 

to each other were located on 2 by l8-inch straps of 

each material at a considerable distance from the load. 

For the tests the gages were fixed to the specified locations, which 

had been precisely marked. The surface of the plate, slab, or strap was 

cleaned with emery paper or sand blasting and methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) , and 

the back of the gage was also cleaned with MEK. Approximately 24 hours after 

curing the gages at the temperature specified by the manufacturer, the lead 

wires were soldered, and the gages were tested for continuity, leakage, and 

resistance. Finally the gages were protected from moisture and weather varia

tions by several coats of a moisture proofing material. 

A Wheatstone bridge circuit with a single active arm was used as the 

hookup for strain measurement. A compensating gage of similar type, mounted 

on an unstrained plate of the same material, was used to provide temperature 

compensation. Figure 6 shows a typical connection for this half-bridge con-

nection. 

Deflection Measurements 

Dial gages with O.OOOl-inch resolution and 0.5-inch range were used to 

measure deflection in plate tests, and as checks in slab tests. They were 

also used to measure deflection in testing rigid plates in connection with 

the slab tests and in preliminary slab testing. 

Deflections on instrumented slabs were measured by direct current linear 

variable differential transducers, referred to as DCDT or LVDT. Two models 

of Hewlett-Packard deflection transducers (Ref 10) were used in the slab 
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digital scanning system) 

Fig 6. Connections for Wheatstone half-bridge. 



tests. A 7-volt DCDT provided approximately ± 5.0 volts DC output for a 

± 0.5-inch displacement of the core. A 24-volt DCDT provided approximately 

± 20.0 volts DC output for a ± 0.5-inch deflection or ± 1.0-inch deflection, 

depending on the range of the particular unit. Quoted specifications are 

for 0.5 percent linearity and hysteresis with infinite resolution. 

Load Application and Measurement 

19 

Dead weights on a hanger were used for all the tests on plates. Loading 

for the slab tests was done with a mechanical screw jack and was measured by 

a load cell and recorded on the digital voltmeter. The mechanical jack, of 

20-ton capacity and driven by a variable stepping motor, was mounted on the 

crossbeam of a loading frame anchored to the test bed. Ormond load cells 

having 2 milivolts/volt output and 0.25 percent accuracy were used. The capa

cities and resolutions of the different load cells used are given in the fol

lowing table. 

TABLE 3. SPECIFICATIONS OF LOAD CELLS 

Test 
Series 

320 

330 

~O 

Capacity 
(kips) 

4 

20 

10 

Resolution 
(lb) 

1 

5 

2 

Load for the preliminary slab test and plate load tests was measured with 

a 400-pound double proving ring. Its calibration constants were 12 divisions 

per pound up to 100 pounds and 2.25 divisions per pound from 100 to 400 pounds. 

Recording Equipment 

Portable Strain Indicator 

A portable Budd strain indicator was used to record strains for all 

aluminum plate tests. A Budd switch and balance unit was used where strains 

for more than one gage were desired. Half bridge connections were used (see 
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Fig 6). The specifications of the strain indicator are shown in the following 

table. 

TABLE 4. STRAIN INDICATOR SPECIFICATIONS (from Ref 4) 

Make Budd 

Model P-350 

Instrument serial No. 1834 

Resolution 

Range extender 

Gage factor 

1 microinch/inch 

±20 

1.77 to 2.20 

A strain indicator was also used to take preloading data for slab tests 

as well as to find the elastic properties during testing of straps. 

Digital Scanning System 

Data from the slab tests were recorded in digital form with a Honeywell 

Data Logging System (Ref 8), shown in block diagram in Fig 7 with only one re

cording channel used at a time during the test. For strain measurement the 

gages were connected, as a half bridge, into the strain gage balancing circuit, 

where the Wheatstone bridge was completed by two l20-ohm precision resistors. 

The temperature coefficient of the precision resistors was 10 parts per million 

per degree centigrade. Initial balance of each circuit was accomplished with 

a 10K-ohm, 25-turn potentiometer. Gage power was supplied from an electronic 

power supply with 0.01 percent regulation adjusted to 6.0 volts. The output 

of each circuit was connected to the scanner input of the data logger. 

For deflection measurements the DCDT's used were powered with 0.01 percent 

regulated supplies adjusted for the particular model DCDT. The output of each 

DCDT was connected to one channel of the scanner input. 

The load measured by an Ormond load cell was connected to the scanner on 

all odd numbered channels; this provided a reading of load immediately pre

ceding each of the other measurements. This procedure allowed each measurement 

to be associated with an applied load taken in close time proximity in order 

to minimize interpolation. Had the load been applied at a faster rate the 

sequential readings would not have been acceptable. 
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Each recording channel was connected to one of the 40 inputs to the data 

logging system scanner. When recording started, the scanner stepped to the 

first channel. This input was connected to the preamplifier where it was 

scaled to the proper level for the digital voltmeter. The digital voltmeter 

sampled this signal and converted the voltage to a 10-line decimal number 

which was sent to the print modules in the printer followed by a "print" com

mand. When printing was completed a "print complete" command was returned to 

the voltmeter and the meter transfered a "step" command to the scanner causing 

it to advance one channel. This process repeated at approximately one reading 

per second until all inputs had been read. 

The quoted accuracy of the data logging system was ±0.03 percent of the 

reading ±0.02 percent of full scale for the range in use. For the 100 mv 

range the system accuracy would be about ±20 microvolts. 

The system provides four decimal digits in the ranges and associated 

resolutions given in the following table. 

TABLE 5. SCALES AND RESOLUTIONS OF LOGGING SYSTEM 

Resolution Full-Scale 
(mv) Voltage 

0.001 9.999 mv 

0.010 99.990 mv 

0.100 999.900 mv 

1.000 9.999 v 

10.000 99.990 v 

100.000 750.000 v 

The digital voltmeter automatically ranges up when the reading exceeds 118 

percent of any scale and ranges down when 10.5 percent of any range is reached. 

Data printout is provided in the following format on 4-inch adding machine 

tape: 



channel 
01 ± 1 9999 6 

identification---.TL-"\ ~exponent 
sign ~ 4-digit data 

one-digit overrange 

An example of typical data printout is shown on page 209 in Appendix 3. 
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Visual display of channel identification is provided on the scanner front 

panel and visual data, sign, and range are displayed on the front panel of 

the digital voltmeter. 

Calibration of Deflections and Strains in the Slab Tests 

For deflections the DCDT's were used over a very limited range (±0.2 inch 

or less); therefore it was necessary to calibrate each transducer in place for 

each test against the digital voltmeter of the scanning system. Calibration 

was accomplished by mounting the transducers in test position and adjusting 

for the "null" or center zero position and displacing the core with locally 

machined gage blocks of known thickness. The output for each position was re

corded from the digital voltmeter and plotted to develop calibration curves. 

The sensitivity of the transducers was decreased by shunting different resis

tances so that the deflections at various points could be adjusted within the 

anticipated range. Each transducer was calibrated at least twice to check 

reproducibility within 2 percent. 

This procedure was completed on all DCDT's immediately prior to each test 

to assure the most accurate calibration possible with the transducers avail

able. However, data over the ±0.2-inch range could have been taken with more 

facility and better accuracy using the transducers with a range of ±0.2 inch. 

The voltage to power the transducers was provided by electronically regu

lated power supplies with 0.01 percent line and load regulation. 

For strains, each strain channel was calibrated by shunting a known re

sistance in the gage circuit and recording the output, first on the digital 

voltmeter and then on the strain indicator. The calibration was also accom-

plished with the following equation (Ref 4): 

E o 
kev (3.1) 
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where 

E output voltage in microvolts; 
o 

k 

v 

gage factor 2.05; 

average strain per arm in microinches/inch 
for a four-gage circuit; 

.f 
4 

for one gage circuit under use; 

voltage 6 volts. 

Thus, e" 0.325 E o 
was established as the calibration constant for all gages, 

agreeing well with the actual calibration described above. 



CHAPTER 4. STUDY OF PLATES 

To achieve the first objective of this study, to check the method of 

solution based on the discrete-element model, tests were conducted on small

dimension plates under a variety of support, load, and stiffness conditions. 

To design the apparatus for the test it was necessary to study the vari-

ables involved in the problem: 

(1) plate properties and dimensions, 

(2) support and boundary conditions, 

(3) nature and position of load, and 

(4) range of deflections. 

The test program was developed for the same conditions as the analytical 

solutions, which were applicable to thin plates with small deflections and 

neglected horizontal movement. In all cases the test loads were static and 

restricted to produce small deflections. Center and off-center loadings were 

used. The plates tested were 25 by 25 by 0.25-inch aluminum plates with and 

without a discontinuity and 25 by 25 by 0.50-inch Plexiglas plates unstiffened 

and stiffened by 0.50 by 25 by 0.25-inch ribs on one side. 

Two types of support conditions were considered: four edge and four 

point. The test arrangements, test procedures, and comparisons of test re

sults with analytical solutions are presented below. 

Elastic properties, i.e., modulus of elasticity E and Poisson's ratio 

\) ",ere determined for each material by testing 2 by IS-inch straps of each 

under tension. Longitudinal and transverse strains were measured using foil 

strain gages oriented at 90 degrees, and bending stiffness EI was determined 

by testing the straps as cantilevers. The values of E and \) thus obtained 

and computations of bending and twisting stiffnesses for each plate are given 

in Appendix 1. The plate properties, independently determined, were as fol

lows: 

25 
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(1) for aluminum plate 

D D 1.6 X 10
4 

1b-in x y 

C C 1.061 X 10
4 

1b-in x y 

\) 0.336 

(2) for Plexiglas plate 

D D 4.950 X 103 1b-in 
x y 

C C 3.12 X 10
3 

1b-in x y 

\) 0.375 

(3) for Plexiglas plate with ribs 

D = 10.825 X 103 1b-in x 

D 
Y 

c x 

7.560 X 10
3 

1b-in 

c 
y 

6.440 X 103 1b-in 

\) 0.329 
vx 

Four-Edge Support Tests 

The four-edge support tests were a preliminary series conducted to 

establish a suitable procedure for the study. Testing revealed shortcomings 

in the test set-up, however, and its use was not continued. Instead, the 



four-point support test procedure was developed and was used during the 

investigation. 
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The four-edge support test arrangements (Ref 27) are shown in Figs 8(a) 

and 9. A 25 by 25-inch plate was supported near all four edges between two 

angles, one above and one below the plate. The two angles were held tightly 

together by bolts through timber pieces between them. Pressure could be uni

formly applied between the angles by tightening each bolt by the same amount 

of torque. Before testing, this pressure was released by the same amount at 

each bolt so that the plate could not become wedged between the angles when 

its slope changed under load. The plate was thus hinged for zero deflection 

at all edges. The plate was placed on the supports, which were arranged as a 

24-inch square, so that it overhung 0.5 inch at each edge as shown in Fig 8(b). 

The supports and plate were placed on a wooden table which had leveling screws 

in the legs and a hole in the center. No hole was made in the plate for load

ing, in order to avoid any change in its properties. Instead, a hook was 

attached to the bottom of the test plate with epoxy and a hanger for dead 

weights was added. Testing was done under center loading with a concentrated 

load. Deflections were measured at various points by O.OOOl-inch dial gages. 

The supports of the beams carrying the dial gages were fixed on the table 

(Fig 8). 

For the testing, the table was leveled, the angle supports with the plate 

inserted between them placed on the table, and the level of the plate rechecked. 

The bolts connecting the angles were tightened equally to a torque of 10 1b/in
2

. 

Supports of the beams carrying the dial gages were fixed on the table, and the 

dial gages were set at the correct positions. A seating load of 10 pounds was 

placed on the hanger for a day before the actual testing. Loading was done in 

increments of 10 pounds with a maximum load of 50 pounds. Deflections were 

recorded after every load increment. The plate was unloaded the same way and 

deflections were recorded. The test was repeated three more times to check 

the reproducibility of the results. 

Deflections for different points on the plate calculated for each load 

increment are given in Ref 26. 

Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results 

Analytical solutions based on the discrete-element model were found with 

DSLAB 21 (Ref 28), using 1/2-inch increment lengths in both directions. The 
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Fig 8. 

(a) Test set-up. 
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measured and computed deflections for a particular load were compared and the 

error was calculated as percentage of maximum measured deflection as shown 

below: 

where 

w • - w . 
Percentage error m1 C1 

(w )m 
max 

x 100 

w. 
m1 

measured deflection at point i, 

computed deflection at pOint i, 

maximum measured deflection for the load under 
consideration. 

(4.1) 

Figure 10 shows the positions of dial gages and load. A plot between the 

measured and computed deflections was made for the center line (Fig 11) and 

for the diagonal (Fig 12). Percentage error was calculated for all points for 

10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 pounds for Test 211, as given in Table 6. Similar cal

culations were done for other tests and plots were drawn which are given in 

Ref 26. However, the observations as discussed below cover the entire series. 

The comparison between the measured and computed deflections showed a dis

crepancy of 1.3 to 11.6 percent and indicated that the error increased with 

the load increase. 

Shortcomings of the test set-up which were pointed out include the fol

lowing: 

(1) Under a load of 50 pounds the frame supporting the plate moved down, 
by magnitudes shown in Fig 13, and on unloading came back to its 
original position, all in respect to the top of the plate. 

2 
(2) With the torque of 10 1b/in on all the bolts there was a gap of 

0.0004 between the top angle and the plate at the places shown in 
Fig 13, indicating that the hinged-edge support was not uniform. 

(3) The table supporting the set-up was not sufficiently rigid and its 
top not perfectly smooth. 

(4) The beams supporting the dial gages were not sufficiently rigid. 

(5) The edge supports were not relieved of all restraining moments. 
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DEFLECTIONS FOR ALUMINUM PLATE ON FOUR-EDGE SUPPORT 

Load: in center (test 211) 

Program: DSLAB 21 (50 X 50 increments) 

Load Deflections at Points (inch) 
(lb) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Remarks 

10 DSLAB -0.00404 -0.00317 - 0.0021,6 -0.00083 -0.00354 -0.00163 -0.00020 -0.00354 -0.00317 Error 
Expt1 -0,00400 -0.00310 -0.00240 -0.00080 -0.00390 -0.00180 -0.00030 -0.00400 -0.00300 calculated 

% Error -1.00 -1.85 -1.38 -0.83 9.08 1,.30 2.50 11. 57 -4.35 as perc en t-
age of 
maximum 

20 DSLAB -0.00808 -0.00635 -0.00491 -0.00167 -0.U0707 -0.00326 -0.00040 -0.00707 -0.00635 deflection 
Expt1 -0.00830 -0.00630 -0.00510 -0.00180 -0.00790 -0.00360 - 0.00050 -0.00810 -0.0063C 

% Error 2.65 -0.58 2.29 1. 63 9.95 4.14 1.19 12.36 -0.58 

30 DSLAB -0.01212 -0.00952 -0.00737 -0.00250 -0.01061 -0.00488 -0.00601 -0.01061 -0.00952 
Expt1 -0.01280 -0.00980 -0.00800 -0.00290 -0.01200 -0.00530 -0.00800 -0.01210 -0.00990 

% Error 5.31 2.17 4.96 3.14 10.85 3.25 15.55 11. 63 2.95 

40 DSLAB -0.01616 -0.01270 -0.00982 -0.00333 -0.01415 -0.00651 -0.00080 -0.01415 -0.01270 
Expt1 -0.17200 -0.01350 -0.01080 -0.00400 -0.01600 -0.00700 -0.00100 -0.01620 -0.01360 

% Error 6.05 4.67 5.70 3.89 10.77 2.84 1.16 11. 93 5.26 

50 DSLAB -0.02020 -0.01587 -0.01228 -0.00416 -0.01769 -0.00814 -0.00100 -0.01769 -0.01587 
Expt1 -0.02200 -0.01720 - 0.01360 -0.00500 -0.02010 -C.00880 -0.00130 -0.02030 -0.01740 

% Error 8.18 6.05 6.02 3.80 10.98 3.00 1. 35 11.89 6.95 

Note: Plots along center line and diagonal are given in Figs 11 and 12. 
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Further study indicated that it would be difficult to overcome these 

shortcomings and achieve a completely uniform edge support; and therefore, 

testing with four-edge support was not continued. 

Four-Point Support Test Set-Up and Procedure 

The set-up for the four-point support condition is shown in Fig l4(a). 

The point supports were short aluminum rods 3/8 inch in diameter with rounded 

ends which could be adjusted for leveling and locked in position on l-inch

diameter aluminum rods 2 inches long fixed on a steel frame. The frame was 

made as a single unit by welding 2 by 2 by 1/4-inch angle iron pieces on all 

four sides. It was fixed on a rigid testing bed by bolts through slots and 

could be moved between the slots and the testing bed as necessary for posi

tioning in relationship to the hole used for loading. A hanger was suspended 

through the hole, which was directly under the point of loading, and loads 

were added on the floor below. The point supports were placed 22 inches apart 

and a 25 by 25-inch plate was rested on them symmetrically as shown in Fig 

14 (b) . 

An independent deflection reference frame was built to support dial gages 

without touching the frame supporting the plate. This unit was made of beams 

and vertical supports stiffened bv vertical, diagonal, and horizontal pieces 

which made it act like a truss. 

Tests were carried out under interior loading by a concentrated load. 

Each plate was tested under different loads, with the stresses kept within 

the elastic limit and deflections kept small. 

Loading was done in increments of 10 pounds with a seating load of 10 

pounds and a maximum of 40 pounds. Deflections were measured by O.OOOl-inch 

dial gages at various points on the plates after each load increment was 

added. Unloading was accomplished in the same way as loading and deflections 

for that were measured also. Deflections obtained are given in Ref 26. 

Strains were measured in three directions, with rectangular rosettes 

fixed on the top and bottom of the aluminum plate at two locations (Fig 15), 

and were recorded by a strain indicator. Strain data for the various tests 

are given in Ref 26. With the strains measured by the rosettes, the principal 

stresses were determined using the following formulas (Ref 31). 



(a) Test set-up. 

/ 25in / 

~_r/_· ______ ------.7·2rn. 
.. 
:\ ...... ~ 

" , ! 
L __ * 

~ P~o' ,j Coodio, 

(b) Dimensions. 

--, 

Fig 14. Arrangements for four-polnt support test. 
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I. 
E 

25 in. 

-2 -3 

_ 8 

7 

-4 • 5
N 

.1 

Dial Number Distance from Center 

RI 

Rt 

R3 

R4 

at center (Point of Loading) 

2 4 in. N on Center Line 

3 6 in. N on Center Line 

4 lOin. N on Center Line 

5 12.5 in. N on Center Une 

6 7.1 in. NW on Diagonol 

7 15.6in, NW on Diagonal - Support 

8 17.7 in NW 

9 15.6 in. SW on Diagonal - Support 

10 15.6 in. SE on Diagona I - Support 

II 15.6 in. NE on Diagonal - Support 

Rosettes 

( Gages 1,2,3) 4 In. S on Center Line - Bottom 

( Gages 4,5,6 ) 7.1 in. SE on Diagonal - Bottom 

( Gages 7; 8,9 ) 4 in. S on Center Line - Top 

( Gages 10,11,12) 7.1 in. SE on Diagona I - Top 

Fig 15. Positions of dial gages and rosettes 
for four-point support tests. 
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where 
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max 
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E r E: + E: 1 a c 
2 1 - 1 + 'J L 'J 

j(E:a - E: ) 2 + ( 2E:b - (E: + E: ) Y J c a c 

E:b 

maximum principal stress, 

minimum principal stress, 

modulus of elasticity of plate material, 

Poisson's ratio of plate material, 

E:c strains measured by the strain gages of the 
rosette. 
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(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Every test was repeated to check the reproducibility of results. The 

tests are summarized in Table 7. 

Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results 

Analytical solutions based on the discrete-element model were found by 

use of three computer programs: (1) DSLAB 21 (Ref 28) for isotropic plates 

using equal increment lengths, (2) DSLAB 30 (Ref 29) for orthotropic plates 

using equal increment lengths, and (3) VISAB 3 (Ref 30) for isotropic plates 

using variable increment lengths. 

Percentage error for deflections was calculated as a function of the 

maximum measured value using Eq 4.1 in the same way as for four-edge support, 

but calculations were made for the deflections obtained under the maximum 

load applied, i.e., 40 pounds. 
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TABLE 7. TESTS CONDUCTED ON FOUR-POINT SUPPORTS 

Test Material Loading Parameters Repeated Test 
No .• of Plate Position Measured Nos. 

Deflections 
286 Aluminum Center and strains 287 and 288 

Off- Deflections 
292 Aluminum center and strains 293 

Aluminum with Deflections 
294 6 X 1/2-inch slot Center and strains 295 and 296 

281 Plexiglas Center Deflections 282 and 283 

Plexiglas with 
298 stiffeners 298 (b) and 
(a) (orthrotropic) Center Deflections 298(c) 
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There was settlement of the supports under the load, as discussed later, 

and the average value of support settlement was deducted from the measured 

deflections at all points. The resulting deflections were again compared 

with the analytical solution and percentage error calculated. 

The principal stresses were determined from the strains obtained from 

the rosette readings, as described earlier. They were compared with the com

puted principal stresses and the percentage error computed. As the strains 

were measured at only two points, near the center, the percentage error was 

computed as a function of the respective measured value and not as a function 

of the maximum value, as was done for the deflection. The error was calcu

lated as follows: 

Percentage error (4.4) 

where 

a
lm 

maximum principal stress obtained from measured strains, 

a
lc 

maximum principal stress computed. 

A similar procedure was adopted in determining the percentage error for 

the minimum principal stresses. As the rosettes were used at identical posi

tions on the top and bottom of the plate, averages of the strain values were 

taken in order to cancel any possible effects of in-plane forces. These 

average values were slightly different from the top and bottom values. Prin

cipal stresses and percent errors were again calculated. 

Aluminum Plate under Center Load 

Figure 15 shows the positions of dial gages, rosettes, and supports with 

load in the center at point 1. The measured deflections and the analytical 

deflections, from DSLAB 21 (Ref 28), are plotted in Figs 16 and 17 along the 

center line and diagonal, respectively. Computations for percent error are 

given in Table 8. It was observed that the computed deflections compared well 

with the experimental values, within 1 percent of maximum measured deflection. 

Comparison of the principal stresses as given in Table 9 showed that the maxi

mum difference between experimental and computed values was 6.1 percent, using 
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Fig 16. Experimental and analytical deflections on 
center line for aluminum plate on four-point 
support under center load (see Table 8). 
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Fig 17. Experimental and analytical deflections on 
diagonal for aluminum plate on four-point 
support under center load (see Table 8). 
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TABLE 8. COMPARISON BETWEEN COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL DEFLECTIONS FOR ALUMINUM PLATE ON FOUR-POINT SUPPORT 

Test 
Series 

286 Expt1 
')'. Error 

287 Expt 1 
')'. Error 

288 Expt 1 
')'. Error 

286 Expt 1 
')'. Error 

287 Expt 1 
')'. Error 

288 Expt 1 
')'. Error 

Load: 40 1b in center 

Program: DSLAB 21 (50 X 50 increments) 

Deflections at Points (inch) 
2 3 4 5 6 8 Remarl-:s 

-0.03956 -0.03519 -0.03134 -0.02272 -0.01772 -0.02840 +0.00840 DSLAB solution 

-0.04010 
1.34 

-0.04018 
1.54 

-0.04010 
1.34 

-0.03990 
0.85 

-0.03510 
-0.20 

-0.03533 
0.35 

-0.03505 
-0.35 

- 0.03490 
-0.75 

-0.03998 -0.03513 
1.05 -0.15 

-0.03125 
-0.20 

-0.03185 
1. 27 

-0.03145 
0.27 

-0.03105 
-0.75 

-0.03165 
0.78 

-0.03985 
0.72 

-0.03480 -0.03120 
-0.78 -0.35 

-0.02298 
0.65 

-0.02290 
0.45 

-0.02290 
0.45 

-0.02278 
0.15 

-0.02270 
-0.05 

-0.02265 
-0.18 

-0.01808 
0.89 

-0.01810 
0.95 

-0.01803 
0.77 

-0.47880 
0.40 

-0.17900 
0.45 

-0.01778 
0.15 

-0.02922 
2.05 

+0.00810 
0.75 

-0.02910 +0.00810 
1.74 0.75 

-0.02910 +0.00804 
1.97 0.89 

-0.02902 
1. 58 

+0.00830 Deflections obtained at 
0.25 the supports, 0.0002 

inch subtracted 

-0.02890 +0.00830 
1.24 0.25 

-0.02885 +0.00829 
1.22 0.28 

Deflections obtained at 
the supports, 0.0002 
inch subtracted 

Deflections obtained at 
the supports, 0.0002 
inch subtracted 

Note: Plots along center line and diagonal are given in Figs 16 and 17. 



TABLE 9. COMPARISON FOR PRINCIPAL STRESSES FOR ALUMINUM PLATE ON FOUR-POINT SUPPORT UNDER CENTER LOAD 

Load: 40 Ib in center 

Program: DSLAB 21 (50 X 50 increments) 

Principal Stresses 
Test Rosette 1 Rosette 2 Rosette 3 Rosette 4 

Series 
°1 °3 °1 °3 °1 °3 °1 °3 

Remarks 

DSLAB 486.40 448.40 839.20 578.80 -448.40 -486.40 - 578.80 -839.20 

287 Exptl 478.00 466.00 836.00 589.00 -460.00 -518.00 -581.00 -844.00 Percentage error com-
% Error -1.80 3.80 -0.40 1. 70 2.50 6.10 0.30 0.60 puted as a function of 

the individual measured 
value 

288 Exptl 461.00 450.00 795.00 597.00 -466.00 -478.00 -591.00 -850.00 
% Error -5.50 0.40 -5.60 3.00 1.80 3.80 2.00 1.30 

287 Exptl 478.00 466.00 852.00 605.00 With average strain 
% Error -1.80 3.80 1. 50 4.33 values of top and 

bottom strain gages 

288 Exptl 499.00 462.00 828.00 597.00 With average strain 
% Error 2.52 2.92 -1.35 3.05 values of top and 

bottom strain gages 

Note: Rosettes 1 and 2 at the bottom. 
Rosettes 3 and 4 at the top. 

.p-
Ut 
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individual strains of the top and bottom gages. This difference reduced to 

4.3 percent when average strain values of these gages were used. 

Aluminum Plate under Off-Center Load 

To investigate unsymmetrical loading a second test was run with the load 

applied 6 inches from center on the center line (point 3 in Fig 15). The 

plots for deflections along the center line and diagonal are given in Figs 18 

and 19, respectively, and percentage errors in Table 10. The agreement be

tween measured and analytical deflections was within 1 percent. The compari

son for principal stresses as given in Table 11 showed the maximum difference 

was 8.6 percent using individual strain values and 6.8 percent with average 

strain values. 

Aluminum Plate with Slot under Center Load 

A third test, of an aluminum plate with a discontinuity, was conducted. 

Figure 20 shows the positions of a 6 by 1/2-inch cut along the center line, 

dial gages (with more points included near the cut), and rosettes with load 

at point 1. The analytical solutions were obtained using both DSLAB 21 and 

VISAB 3 (Refs 28 and 30, respectively). Using VISAB 3, the increment lengths 

were made smaller near the positions of loading, support, and discontinuity, 

as shown in Fig 21. The plots for deflections along the entire center line 

and the diagonal are shown in Figs 22 and 23, respectively, and percentage 

errors in Table 12. Agreement was within 4.0 percent. The comparison of 

principal stresses as given in Table 13 showed the maximum difference was 9 

percent using individual strains and 6 percent using average strains. 

Plexiglas Plate under Center Load 

To study the modeling of another plate material, a fourth test on Plexi

glas plate was conducted. The test data and comparison with the analytical, 

DSLAB 21 (Ref 28), solutions are shown in Figs 24 and 25 and Table 14. De

flections agreed within 2.4 percent. Strains were not measured on the Plexi

glas plate due to instability in strain readings. 

Orthotropic Plexiglas Plate under Center Load 

A 25 by 25 by 1/2-inch plate was stiffened, on one side only, by 25 by 

1/2 by 1/4-inch-thick stiffeners running parallel to one of the edges and 1/2 
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Fig 18. Experimental and analytical deflections on center line for 
aluminum plate under off-center load (see Table 10). 
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Fig 22. Experimental and analytical deflections on center line for 
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Fig 23. Experimental and analytical deflections on diagonal for aluminum 
plate with cut under center load (see Table 12). 
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Fig 25. Experimental and analytical deflections on diagonal for 
Plexiglas plate under center load (see Table 14). 



TABLE 10. COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL DEFLECTIONS FOR ALUMINUM 
ON FOUR-POINT SUPPORT UNDER OFF-CENTER LOAD 

Load: 40 1b at 6 inches from center on center line 

Program: DSLAB 21 (50 X 50 increments) 

Test Deflections at Points (inch) 
Series 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 

-0.03134 -0.03617 -0.03731 -0.03523 -0.03426 -0.02922 +0.09749 

292 Exptl -0.03165 -0.03650 -0.03750 -0.03560 -0.03465 -0.02975 +0.00850 
% Error 0.80 0.88 0.50 1.00 1.04 1.40 3.30 

293 Expt1 -0.03160 -0.03650 -0.03750 -0.03560 -0.03450 -0.02980 +0.00865 
% Error 0.70 0.88 0.50 1.00 0.60 1.54 2.93 

292 Expt1 -0.03145 -0.03630 -0.03730 -0.03540 -0.03440 -0.02960 +0.00870 
% Error 0.30 0.35 -0.02 0.45 0.37 1.01 2.82 

293 Expt1 -0.03140 -0.03630 -0.03730 -0.03540 -0.03430 -0.02960 +0.00885 
% Error 0.16 0.35 -0.02 0.45 0.11 1.01 2.41 

Note: Plots along center line and diagonal are given in Figs 18 and 19. 

PLATE 

Remarks 

DSLAB solution 

Deflections obtained 
the supports, 0.0002 
inch subtracted 

Deflections obtained 
the supports, 0.0002 
inch subtracted 

at 

at 

Vl 
Vl 



Test 
Series 

DSLAB 

291 Expt1 
% Error 

293 Expt1 
'70 Error 

291 Expt1 
1'0 Error 

293 Expt1 
'70 Error 

TABLE 11. COMPARISON FOR PRINCIPAL STRESSES FOR ALUMINUM PLATE 
ON FOUR-POINT SUPPORT UNDER OFF-CENTER LOADING 

Load: 40 1b at 6 inches from center on center line 

Program: DSLAB 21 (50 X 50 increments) 

Principal Stresses 
Rosette 1 Rosette 2 Rosette 3 Rosette 4 

0"1 0"3 0"1 0"3 0"1 0"3 0"1 0"3 

721. 70 375.80 592.10 299.90 -375.80 -721. 70 -299.90 -592.10 

757.00 368.00 640.00 323.00 -346.00 -776.00 -309.00 -619.00 
4.66 -2.12 7.50 7.67 -8.60 -7.00 -2.94 -4.35 

782.00 394.00 630.00 298.00 -398.00 -762.00 -309.00 -619.00 
7.71 4.62 6.02 0.60 -5.58 - 5. 29 -2.94 -4.35 

761.00 358.00 629.00 315.00 
5.16 -4.97 5.87 4.79 

774.00 402.00 629.00 315.00 
6.76 6.50 5.87 4.79 

Note: Rosettes 1 and 2 at the bottom. 
Rosettes 3 and 4 at the top. 

Remarks 

Percentage error com-
puted as function of 
the individual measured 
value 

Using average strain 
values of top and bottom 
gages 

Using average strain 
values of top and bottom 
gages 



TABLE 12. COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL DEFLECTIONS FOR AL PLATE WITH SLOT CUT UNDER CENTRAL LOADING 

Load: 40 1b in center 

Programs: DSLAB 21 (50 X 50 i ncr emen ts) 
VISAB 3 (39 X 40 increments) 

Deflections at Points (inch) 
Series 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 12 13 14 15 16 

DSLAB Solution -0.04404 -0.03841 -0.03410 -0.02481 -0.01953 -0.03069 +0.00894 -0.04305 -0.04048 -0.03698 -0.01270 +0.00983 

VISAB Solution - 0.04444 -0.03882 -0.03443 -0.02489 -0.01943 -0.03086 +0.00892 -0.04318 -0.04004 -0.03745 -0.01311 +0.00735 

295 Expt1 -0.04320 -0.03697 -0.03285 -0.02365 -0.01860 -0.02980 +0.00750 -0.04240 -0.04020 -0.03580 -0.01200 +0.00970 
:ro Error (DSLAB) -1.94 -3.33 -2.89 - 2.68 -2.15 - 2.06 +3.57 -1.50 -0.65 -2.70 -1.62 +0.30 
% Error (VISAB) -2.87 -4.28 -3.66 - 2.87 -1.92 -2.45 +3.27 -1.80 0.37 -3.82 -2.56 - 5.45 

296 Expt1 -0.04305 -0.03697 -0.03285 -0.02360 -0.01860 -0.02980 +0.00740 -0.04240 - 0.03925 - 0.03580 -0.01240 +0.01000 
% Error (DSLAB) -2.29 -3.34 -2.90 -2.81 -2.16 -2.06 +3.56 -1.50 -2.85 -2.70 -0.70 -0.39 
% Error (VISAB) -3.22 -4.30 -3.67 -3.00 -1.93 -2.45 +3.52 -1. 80 -1.84 -3.82 -1. 65 - 6.17 

295* Expt1 -0.04300 -0.03677 -0.03265 -0.02345 -0.01840 -0.02960 +0.00770 -0.04220 -0.04000 -0.03560 - 0.01180 +0.00990 
% Error (DSLAB) -2.41 -3.81 -3.37 -3.16 -2.62 -2.53 +2.87 -1.98 -1.12 -3.21 -2.09 -0.16 
% Error (VISAB) -3.35 -4.77 -4.14 -3.35 -2.39 -2.93 +2.83 -2.28 -0.10 -4.30 -3.05 - 5. 93 

296* Exptl -0.04285 -0.03677 -0.03265 -0.02340 -0.01840 -0.02960 +0.00760 -0.04220 -0.03905 -0.03560 -0.01220 +0.01020 
:r. Error (DSLAB) - 2.78 -3.83 -3.38 -3.29 - 2.64 -2.54 +3.12 -1.98 -3.34 -3.22 -1.17 -0.86 
:ro Error (VISAB) -3.71 -4.78 -4.15 -3.48 -2.40 -2.94 +3.07 - 2.29 -2.31 -4.32 -2.12 -6.65 

*Def1ections obtained at the supports, 0.0002 inch subtracted. 
Note: Plots along center line and diagonal are given in Figs 22 and 23. 



TABLE 13. COMPARISON FOR PRINCIPAL STRESSES FOR ALUMINUM PLATE WITH CUT ON FOUR-POINT SUPPORT UNDER CENTRAL LOAD 

Test 
Series 

295 

296 

295 

296 

Note: 

DSLAB 
VISAB 

Expt1 
% Error (DSLAB) 
% Error (VISAB) 

Expt1 
% Error (DSLAB) 
% Error (VISAB) 

Expt1 
% Error (DSLAB) 
% Error (VISAB) 

Expt1 
% Error (DSLAB) 
% Error (VISAB) 

Rosettes 1 and 2 
Rosettes 3 and 4 

Rosette 

°1 

553.20 405.3C 
567.20 408.80 

569.00 375.00 
2.77 -8.08 
0.30 9.01 

578.CO 400.00 
4.29 1.33 
1. 86 2.20 

556.00 405.00 
0.50 0.07 
2.01 0.93 

572.00 422.00 
3.29 3.96 
0.84 3.21 

at the bottom. 
at the top. 

Load: 40 1b in center 

Programs: DSLAB 21 (50 X 50 increments) 
VISAB 3 (39 X 40 increments) 

Principal Stresses 
Rosette 2 Rosette 3 Rosette 4 

1241. 00 488.70 -405.30 -553.20 -488.70 -1241. 00 
1179.00 515.80 -408.80 -567.20 -515.80 -1179.00 

1170.00 503.0C -422.00 - 539.00 - 503. OC -1170.00 
6.07 2.78 4.03 2.59 2.78 6.07 
0.77 2.54 3.30 5.23 2.54 0.77 

1179.00 495.00 -433.00 -567.00 - 511. 00 -1162.00 
5.26 1. 21 8.60 2.47 6.50 1.82 
0.00 4.20 7.72 0.04 9.39 1. 55 

1170.00 503.00 
6.07 2.78 
6.07 2.78 

1170.00 503.00 
6.07 2.78 
6.07 2.78 

Remarks 

Percentahe error com-
puted as function of 
the individual measuren 
value 

Using average strain 
values of top and 
bottom gages 

VI 
00 



Test 
Series 1 

-0.12670 

282 Expt1 -0.12790 
% Error 0.93 

283 Expt1 -0.12975 
% Error 2.35 

282 Expt1 -0.12730 
% Error 0.47 

283 Expt1 -0.12815 
% Error 1.13 

TABLE 14. COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL DEFLECTIONS FOR PLEXIGLAS PLATE 
ON FOUR-POINT SUPPORT UNDER CENTRAL LOAD 

Load: 40 1b in center 

Program: DSLAB 21 (50 X 50 increments) 

Deflections at Points (inch) 
2 3 4 5 6 8 Remarks 

-0.11528 -0.10050 -0.07332 -0.05780 -0.09103 +0.02720 DSLAB solution 

-0.11830 -0.10365 -0.07465 -0.05910 -0.09290 +0.03080 
2.35 2.50 1.03 1.01 1.50 -2.81 

-0.11795 -0.10190 -0.07464 -0.05890 -0.09320 +0.03050 
2.06 1.07 1.01 0.85 1.67 -2.55 

-0.11770 -0.10305 -0.07405 -0.05850 -0.09230 +0.03020 Average support deflection, 
1. 90 2.00 0.57 0.58 1.00 -2.35 0.0006 inch subtracted 

-0.11735 -0.10130 -0.07404 -0.05830 -0.09260 +0.02990 Average support deflection, 
1. 61 0.62 0.56 0.39 1.23 -2.10 0.0006 inch subtracted 

Note: Plots along center line and diagonal are given in Figs 24 and 25. 
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inch apart. The stiffeners were chemically bonded to the plate with 

dichloromethane applied through hypodermic needles (Ref 34). The dimensions 

of the plate with stiffeners are shown in Fig 26 and the test arrangements in 

Fig 27. 

Three different analytical solutions for orthotropic plates were obtained 

using 

(1) experimentally obtained stiffness values, Vyx obtained by testing 
the strap with longitudinal stiffners, and DSLAB 30; 

(2) experimentally obtained stiffness values, v of isotropic plate, 
and DSLAB 21; and 

(3) experimentally obtained stiffness values, v of isotropic plate, 
and DSLAB 30. 

The test data for deflections and the comparison with the analytical 

solution for Case 1 are given in Figs 28 and 29 and Table 15. 

From the three cases for orthotropic plates studied, the following obser

vations were made: 

(1) With Poisson's ratio for orthotropic plate (Table 15) and using 
DSLAB 30 (Case 1), the maximum discrepancy was within 5.1 percent. 

(2) With Poisson's ratio for isotropic plate for the entire plate and 
using DSLAB 21 (Case 2), the discrepancy was within 6.8 percent 
(Ref 26)~ 

(3) With Poisson's ratio for isotropic plates in one direction and using 
DSLAB 30 (Case 3), the discrepancy was within 6.2 percent (Ref 26). 

This indicated a small difference between (1) and (3), and, therefore, for all 

practical purposes, if Poisson's ratio for isotropic plates in one direction 

is used with program DSLAB 30, which determines the corresponding Poisson's 

ratio for the other direction, the solution is acceptable. 

Causes of Discrepancy 

The discrepancy between the experimental and analytical solutions can 

possibly be due to the following: 

(1) Plate thicknesses that were not constant throughout. The difference 
for aluminum plate was 0.005 inch; for Plexiglas plate, 0.006 inch; 
and for orthotropic Plexiglas plate, 0.05 inch. 

(2) The possibility of a small error in the determination of elastic 
properties E and v. When strain gages are used to determine 
the properties, the error is generally within a few percent. 
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Fig 26. Plexiglas orthotropic plate (plate with stiffeners on one side). 
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Fig 27. Test arrangements for Plexiglas orthotropic plate 
on four-point support. 
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Fig 28. Experimental and analytical deflections on center line for Plexiglas 
orthotropic plate under center load (see Table 15). 
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Fig 29. Experimental and analytical deflections on diagonal for Plexiglas 
orthotropic plate under center load (see Table IS). 



TABLE 15. COMPUTED AND EXPERDIENTAL DEFLECTIONS FOR PLEXIGLAS ORTHOTROPIC PLATE UNDER CENTRAL LOADING 

Load: 40 1b in center 

Program: DSLAB 30 (50 X 50 increments) 

Test De flec tions at Points (inc h) 
Ser ie s 2 3 4 5 6 8 Remarks 

DSLAB 30 - 0.072 50 -0.06326 -0.05475 -0.03484 -0.02247 - 0.05212 +0.01529 With Poisson's ratio of 
orthotropic plate 

298 (a) 
Expt 1 -0.07670 -0.06520 -0.05685 -0.03670 -0.02310 -0.05500 +0.01450 

'70 Error 5.48 2.53 2.84 2.43 0.82 3.75 1.03 

298 (b) 
Expt1 - 0.07700 -0.06665 -0.05675 -0.03600 -0.02335 -0.05625 +0.01485 

% Error 5.84 4.40 2.70 1. 51 1.14 5.36 0.57 

298 (c) 
Expt1 -0.07645 -0.06520 -0.05610 -0.03540 -0.02290 -0.05580 +0.01450 

% Error 5.17 2.54 1.87 0.73 0.56 4.81 1.03 

298 (a) 
Expt 1 -0.07610 -0.06460 -0.05625 -0.03610 -0.02250 -0.05440 +0.01510 Average support deflection, 

% Error 4.73 1. 76 2.08 1. 66 0.04 3.00 0.25 0.0006 inch subtracted 

298 (b) 
Expt1 -0.07640 -0.06605 -0.05615 -0.03540 -C.('2275 -0.05565 +0.01545 Average support deflection, 

'70 Error 5.10 3.65 1. 94 0.73 0.37 4.62 -0.21 0.0006 inch subtracted 

298 (c) 
Expt1 -0.07585 -0.06460 -0.05550 -0.03480 -0.02230 -0.05520 +0.01510 Average support deflection, 

% Error 4.42 1.77 1.09 0.05 -0.22 4.06 0.25 0.0006 inch subtracted 

Note: Plots along center line and diagonal are given in Figs 28 and 29. 
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(3) Lack of measures to preclude creep effects for Plexiglas plates. 
The reason that the measured deflections are greater than the com
puted deflection may be partly due to creep effects. 

(4) Experimentally determined stiffness properties that were slightly 
different from those obtained analytically for the orthotropic 
plates. 

(5) The possibility that the rosettes were not fixed at identical posi
tions on both sides of the plate. 

(6) Failure to check the calibration of the strain-indicator before 
testing. A slight difference in the calibration could create an 
appreciable difference in the principal stresses. 

Limitations of Analytical Solution 

The analytical solution depends on accurately approximating the real plate 

with a model, particularly near the positions of supports, loads, and discon

tinuities; the closer the input data represent the real plate, the more pre

cise the answers computed by this method will be; i.e., the greater the number 

of increments used to model a particular test set-up, the greater is the accu

racy of the solution. In all the plate problems solved herein the number of 

increments was 50 in each direction, and the results can be expected to be 

within acceptable accuracy (Ref 19). 

The algebraic solution is exact for the model within computer accuracy; 

small errors creep in due to round-off and truncation, but may not have any 

significant effect on the results. Small errors may also be introduced in 

approximating the differential equation of the fourth order to the finite 

difference equation. 

The chief disadvantage of DSLAB is that it requires a large amount of 

computer storage, and thus the size of the problem which can be run depends on 

the storage capacity of a particular computer. 

Observations from Plate Tests 

A summary of percent error for deflections for all the tests is presented 

in Table 16 for points "under the load," "near the load," and "near the peri

phery." A similar summary of percentage errors for principal stresses is given 

in Table 17. 

The experimental technique of the four-edge support test had many short

comings which led to appreciable differences between the experimental solution 



Support 
Condition 

Four- edge 

Four-points 

Four-points 

Four-points 

Four-points 

Four-points 

TABLE 16. SUMMARY OF PERCENTAGE ERROR FOR DEFLECTIONS 

Plate Material and 
Load Condition 

AL plate under center load 

AL plate under center load 

AL plate under off-center 
load 

AL plate with cut under 
center load 

Plexiglas plate under center 
load 

Plexiglas orthotropic plate 
under center load 

Percentage Error for Points 
Under the Load Near the Load Near the Periphery 

5.60 to 9.80 3 • 84 tolL 57 1.34 to 7.75 

0.85 to 1.05 -0.78 to 1.24 0.15 to 0.45 

-0.02 0.16 to 1.01 O.ll to 2.82 

-2.41 to -2.78 -1.12 to -3.81 -0.16 to 3.12 

0.47 to 1.13 0.56 to 2.00 0.39 to -2.35 

4.42 to 5.10 0 to 3.65 -0.22 to 0.25 



TABLE 17. SUMMARY OF PERCENTAGE ERROR FOR PRINCIPAL STRESSES 

Percentage Error 
Rosette 1 Rosette 2 

Al plate (central load) -1. 80 to 2.52 3.80 to 2.92 -1.35 to 1.5 3.05 to 4.33 

Al plate (off-center load) 5.16 to 6.76 -4.97 to 6.50 5.87 4.79 

Al plate with cut 0.50 to 0.84 0.07 to 3.21 6.07 2.78 

Agreement within 6 % 
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and the analytical solution, while the experimental set-up with four-point 

support did not have any major technical discrepancy. From the experimental 

evidence based on tests conducted on plates with four-point support, the fol

lowing observations can be made: 

(1) For linearly elastic materials such as aluminum, the analytical solu
tions agreed with the experimental data within 4 percent for deflec
tions and 6 percent for principal stresses, for continuous plates 
under center and off-center loadings and for plates with a discon
tinuity under central loading; the discrepancy may have been due to 
experimental error. 

(2) For an approximate linearly elastic material like Plexiglas the dis
crepancy for deflections was within 2.0 percent for isotropic plates 
and 5.0 percent for orthotropic plates, possibly due partly to creep 
effects and experimental error in determining the elastic properties 
and bending and twisting stiffness. 

(3) For material like Plexiglas, the elastic properties determined from 
the tension test (using strain gages) were higher than those from 
the bending test (Appendix 1). This may have been partly due to the 
local strengthening effect of the epoxy near the strain gages, and, 
therefore, the bending properties should be determined from the 
bending test, without using strain gages. There was no such result 
for aluminum. 

(4) For orthotropic plates, the analytical solution gave reasonably good 
results if the bending and twisting stiffnesses and Poisson's ratio 
for both directions were determined accurately. However, if Poisson's 
ratio for isotropic plates were used with the program which considers 
Poisson's ratio in two directions (DSLAB 30), the results obtained 
for orthotropic plates would be reasonably acceptable from a practi
cal point of view. 

Based on the above, the validity of the analytical solution for plates of 

linearly elastic materials on rigid supports is proved. The small discrepancy 

may be due to experimental error. Having established the validity of the 

method of solution for linear materials on rigid supports, it is now possible 

to study the behavior of linear materials on nonlinear support such as soil 

subgrade. 
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CHAPTER 5. SLAB STUDY 

After the method of solution based on the discrete-element model for 

linear materials on rigid supports was verified by actual tests, as described 

in Chapter 4, a study of the soil-structure interaction problem for a slab 

resting on soil subgrade having nonlinear characteristics was undertaken. 

This chapter describes the development of a test procedure, the different 

tests conducted, representation of the soil by linear and nonlinear charac

teristics, and comparison of analytical and experimental solutions for the 

tests under static loading. 

Variables involved in the slab test and analysis, in addition to those 

for the plate problem, as enumerated in Chapter 4, are 

(1) subgrade stress-strain characteristics and subgrade modulus and 

(2) method of preparation of slab and subgrade. 

The investigations were made on a small-dimension, thin aluminum slab 

resting on clay soil. The soil was prepared by extrusion and placed in a sup

porting box. The testing was done under increasing static load. The subgrade 

characteristics were determined by plate load test and the stress-strain char

acteristics of the soil. 

A 9 by 9 by l/8-inch aluminum slab was tested. Elastic properties, i.e., 

modulus of elasticity E and Poisson's ratio v, were determined by testing 

a strap of the material in tension in the same way as for plates (Chapter 4). 

These data are given in Appendix 1. The slab properties determined are as 

follows: 

D x 

C 
x 

D 
Y 

C 
Y 

1.930 X 103 lb-in 

1.280 X 103 lb-in 

71 
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Soil Selection, Its Preparation and Properties 

Clay was used as the subgrade material. The several clays considered for 

use were Taylor Marl No.1, Taylor Marl No.2, Del Rio clay, Vicksburg silty 

clay, Eagle Ford, and Wilcox. Their index properties, classification, source 

of information, and availability in Austin are given in Table 18. Workability, 

ease of continuing to get consistent properties, and availability in Austin 

were considered in selecting the soil. 

It was well known from previous work (Ref 42) that low plasticity clays 

have more uniform and consistent properties, and, on this basis, Taylor Marl 

No.1 and Wilcox were the best choices. Taylor Marl No.1 was selected and 

was brought from a natural deposit near the city of Manor, about 6 miles east 

of Austin. 

After the clay was transported to the laboratory, it was thoroughly dried 

in the oven at about 1300 F and crushed in a Chipmunk crusher. The crushed 

clay was redried in the oven and pulverized. It was then mixed with water in 

a mechanical mixer to get an approximate water content of 38 percent, and the 

mixed soil was placed in plastic bags and stored in a moisture-controlled 

room, to avoid evaporation. Storing of the prepared soil for a month helped 

to achieve uniform moisture content throughout the soil mass. After one test 

was performed, the soil was stored in a similar way until the next test. 

The properties of Taylor Marl as determined in the laboratory were 

Liquid limit 53.8 

Plastic limit 24.5 

Plasticity index 29.3 

Optimum moisture content 17.5 percent 

Maximum dry density 106.5 1b/ft
3 

The in situ properties of the clay in the test box were 

Average density 

Moisture content 

116 1b/ft
3 

38 percent 

Average degree of saturation 96 percent 

Average shear strength from unconfined compression test 177 

1b/ft
2 

(1.23 1b/in
2

) 

Modulus of subgrade reaction (tangent) k 160 1b/in
3 

Details of plate load tests, shear tests, and other soil property tests are 

given on pages 79 through 87. 



TABLE 18. PROPERTIES OF CLAYS CONSIDERED 

Taylor Marl Taylor Marl Del Rio Vicksburg 
Soil Property No. 1 No. 2 Clay Silty Clay Eagle Ford Wilcox 

Liquid limit 49.0 73 53-65 34 38-90 59.0 

Plastic limit 21.0 20 33-36 22 20 30.0 

Plasticity 
index 28.0 53.1 20-29 12 20-70 29.0 

Inorganic 
Classification CL CH CH silty clay 

High 
Plasticity Medium High High Low (highly Medium 

variable) 

Dry crushing 
strength High High High Medium High 

Available 
(contains Difficult 

Availability nodules Not to obtain 

in Austin Available Available and available (lies below Available 
grass residential 
roots) area) 

Personal 
Source of Communication 

information Ref 13 Ref 13 Ref 38 Ref 38 with Ref 9 
Mr. Walter 

-...J 
w 
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Test Box and Slab Sizes 

The size of the box was determined by the quantity of soil which could 

be handled in storing and the capacity of the crane to lift the box during 

its movements within the laboratory. A 2 by 2 by 2-foot box (inner dimen

sions), which could hold about 930 pounds of soil, was selected. The box was 

made of plywood 3/4-inch-thick, stiffened by 2 by 4-inch lumber. The box had 

detachable top and bottom covers which could be attached by means of bolts. 

The box had two handles. 

The slab size was chosen considering the effects of the container walls 

and bottom and the relative stiffness between slab and soil. Lee (Ref 21) 

has discussed in detail the effect of the walls and bottom of the container on 

deflection of a rigid plate or average deflection of a slab. Using his Figs 

2 and 7, the slab size was chosen to be 9 by 9 inches, so that there would be 

little restraining effect due to the container walls and bottom. This size 

also agreed with the rough criterion that the zone of influence extend to at 

least twice the width of the slab (Ref 45). The thickness of the aluminum 

slab was chosen so that increasing the horizontal dimensions of the slab would 

have negligible effect on the behavior of the slab under interior or corner 

loading. 

Radius of relative stiffness t is defined as 

t ~ Et
3 

12(1 - v
2

)k 
(5.1) 

where 

E modulus of elasticity of slab, 

t thickness of slab, 

v Poisson's ratio of slab, 

k modulus of subgrade reaction. 

For the experimental slab 

E 10.5 X 10
6 

1b/in
2 

v = 0.338 
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t 0.125 inch 

k 160 lb/in3 

£ 1.87 inches 

The 9 by 9-inc~ slab had dimensions of 4.82£ X 4.82£, agreeing with the mini

mum horizontal dimensions of 3.0£ X 3.0£ observed by the Corps of Engineers 

(Ref 41), according to whom increasing these horizontal dimensions further did 

not significantly affect the slab behavior under center load. 

Method of Placing Soil and Slab in the Test Box 

Rosettes were fixed on the 9 by 9 by l/8-inch aluminum slab at the se

lected locations, and the top and bottom covers of the test box were detached 

from it. To position the slab on the inside of the bottom cover, four ply

wood planks were fixed so that a 9 by 9-inch space was left in the center. 

This space was filled with plaster of paris, but the top l/8-inch portion was 

left for the slab, which was positioned with the side having rosettes facing 

downward and the other side flush with the plywood planks, as shown in Fig 30. 

The lead wires of the rosettes were taken out through slots in the plywood 

planks. To reduce friction between soil and slab the top face of the slab, 

which was to be in contact with the soil was covered with a thin film of 

grease. A polyethylene sheet was spread on the planks, and the greased slab 

was left uncovered. The body of the test box was then fixed to this assembly 

by bolts (Fig 30). 

The soil in the box was prepared by mixing and extrusion through an de

vice available in a laboratory of The University of Texas. The soil was ex

truded in a 3 by 3-inch cross section in convenient lengths under a vacuum of 

about 20 psi, as shown in Fig 31. The method of extrusion provided a thorough 

mixing of the clay and removed any trapped air. The extruded soil was cut in 

different lengths and placed in the box as shown in Fig 32. The soil blocks 

were put together until one row was completed. Adjacent rows were laid, one 

after the other, until one layer was completed. To insure close contact be

tween the adjacent blocks, several precautions were taken: 

(1) In adjacent rows and layers the joints were staggered by use of 
blocks of different lengths. 

(2) Adjacent layers were oriented at 90
0 

to each other. 
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Fig 31. Method of soil extrusion. 

Fig 32. Merhod of placing extruded soil. 
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(3) Adjacent blocks were kneaded with the fingers. 

(4) Each layer was compacted by a drop hammer with a compacting surface 
6 by 6 inches with two blows at each position. Its weight was 10 
pounds, and the height of fall was 18 inches. This procedure was 
continued until the whole box was filled. Then a polyethylene sheet 
was placed over it and the top cover was attached with bolts. 

The box was taken to the testing bed, lifted by two small hoists, and 

supported from the ceiling (Fig 33). The box was turned over, bringing the 

slab to the top (Fig 34), and what was the top cover in the new position was 

removed. The plaster of paris block was also removed, leaving the slab and 

the rosettes directly exposed to the room temperature. The soil was covered 

by a polyethylene sheet and wooden planks until arrangements for loading and 

measuring were completed. 

Loading 

Load was applied by a mechanical screw jack, measured by a load cell, and 

recorded on a digital voltmeter. The output was read on the digital scanning 

system as well as on the digital voltmeter. The details and specifications of 

these devices are given in Chapter 3. Tests were performed under two loading 

positions: center load and corner loads. 

Deflection and Strain Measurement 

Deflections of slab were measured by O.OOl-inch dial gages and LVDT's. 

An independent frame consisting of vertical, horizontal, and diagonal members 

and provided with stiffeners was made to support dial gages and LVDT's. The 

frame did not touch the box or the loading unit during the testing. All the 

LVDT's were calibrated before testing by inserting gage blocks of known thick

nesses between the slab and the cores of the LVDT's. Strains were measured by 

four rosettes for center loading and three rosettes and two strain gages along 

one edge for corner loading. Output of LVDT, load cells, and strain gages was 

recorded on a 40-channe1 voltmeter by a digital scanning system. 

Test Procedure 

After the box was turned upside down, it was positioned under the loading 

frame, and the following precautionary measures were taken: 
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Fig ]3. Method of lifting the box . 

Fig ]4. Method of overturning the box. 
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(1) The level of the top of the slab was checked along the center lines 
and the diagonals. 

(2) The verticality of the applied load was ensured by checking the 
right angle between the loading rod and the slab. 

The frame to support the dial gages and LVDT's was fixed to the testing bed, 

and the LVDT's and dial gages were fixed at their respective places. The con

nections of the LVDT's, strain gages, and load cells to the 40-channel volt

meter were completed. For each active gage, one compensating gage of similar 

type, mounted on an unstrained plate of the same material, provided temperature 

compensation. Alternate channels were used for load, to help in getting the 

output of the LVDT's and strain gages corresponding to exact loads separately, 

in case the load changed during the recording of all channels. Thus, 18 

channels were used for load and 18 for LVDT's and strain gages. When all the 

test arrangements were completed, the LVDt l s and strain gages were calibrated, 

prior to each test. To check the stability of each channel, several readings 

were taken before loading was started. 

The screw jack was set at a convenient speed with the gear reduction 

1/1,000 and the gear setting 90. This produced a movement of the loading rod 

of about 0.0124 inch/minute on the slab. Initial readings of all the dial 

gages and channels were taken with no load on the slab. Load was then applied 

continuously with the same movement of the loading rod, and output of all the 

channels and dial gages was obtained at regular intervals. The loading was 

continued until the maximum load was 255 pounds for center loading and 208 

pounds for corner loading. The slab was then unloaded and readings were again 

taken at regular intervals. The load was cycled to a constant deflection for 

center loading and the maximum deflection for corner loading, as discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

After the test, the slab was removed. The plate load test was conducted 

on a rigid plate 1/2-inch-thick and 9 inches in diameter. The testing of the 

rigid plate was done at the same speed as for the slab. The load was measured 

by a proving ring, and deflections by dial gages at four points. Tests on 

rigid plates of 1, 2, 4, and 6 inches in diameter were also conducted, as in 

the preliminary series (Appendix 2). Vane shear tests were done at eight loca

tions and up to 5 inches from the surface, and torvane shear tests were also 

conducted. Samples were taken for moisture content, density, and degree of 

saturation and for unconfined compression tests during the soil placement and 
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after the test. The unconfined compression tests were performed at the same 

speed as for the slab testing and also at several moisture contents. 

Tests Conducted 

Tests were conducted in a three-phase program. Phase 1 was preliminary 

slab testing under center load to establish a suitable test procedure. Two 

preliminary slab series (series 300 and 320) were conducted, one on an unin

strumented slab and the other on an instrumented slab. Both series were con

ducted under small loads producing deflections within linear characteristics 

of the soil. Test data, analysis, and difficulties encountered in these pre

liminary series are reported in Appendix 2. 

Phase 2 was the actual testing (series 330) on the instrumented slab 

under center load. The testing was done under loads producing deflections 

within linear and nonlinear soil characteristics, first under static and then 

under cyclic loads. 

Phase 3 was the actual testing on the instrumented slab under two-point 

corner loads (series 340), producing deflections within linear and nonlinear 

soil characteristics, first under static and then under cyclic loads. 

Slab series 330 and 340, the main test series, were analyzed for the 

static case and are reported here. The chief findings of the preliminary 

series are also included wherever helpful. Test data of series 330 and 340 

under cyclic loading are discussed in Chapter 6. 

Center Load Slab Test (Series 330) 

Load was applied by the mechanical jack (Fig 35) through a 3/4-inch

diameter loading rod and transmitted to the slab by a ball so as to apply only 

a vertical component of load. The slab was loaded continuously until the load 

was 255 pounds and then unloaded. The test data were recorded at regular in

tervals during both loading and unloading. 

Soil Properties 

Soil subgrade was represented by the Winkler foundation, which was deter

mined from the pressure versus deflection characteristics obtained from plate 

load tests. From the preliminary series, as reported in detail by Siddiqi 

(Ref 39), it was observed that these characteristics were influenced by the 
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(a) Test set-up. 

(b) Close-up of slab with loading 
and measurement devices. 

Fig 35. Slab test arrangement for center 
load slab test (series 330). 
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plate size; therefore, it was decided to use the data of the 9-inch-diameter 

rigid plate in analysis of the 9 by 9-inch slab. 

A plate load test on the 9-inch-diameter rigid plate was conducted accord

ing to modified ASTM specifications (Ref 3), as shown in Fig 36. After loading 

and unloading the plate with a small seating load, the plate was loaded at 

the same speed as that for testing of the slab. The plate was loaded contin

uously and deflections on the four dial gages were recorded at regular inter

vals. The plate was loaded continuously until deflections increased without 

any change in the load. Pressure versus average deflection data is shown in 

Fig 37 along with two more sets of test data, one for a preliminary series on 

an instrumented slab under center load (series 320) and the other for the 

corner load slab test (series 340). The curves for the material used in series 

330 and 340 are almost identical, but the behavior in series 320 was signifi

cantly different. A piece-wise linear estimate was made for use in the DSLAB 

solutions. Curve I, joined by a solid line, for the main slab tests (series 

330 and 340) and curve II, jOined by a dotted line, for the preliminary series 

320, were used in subsequent linear and nonlinear analyses. 

Figure 38 shows the typical stress-strain characteristics of the clay at 

selected moisture contents. These characteristics were obtained from uncon

fined compression tests on samples 1.40 inches in diameter and 3 inches in 

height. The rate of loading in these tests was 0.0124 inch/minute, the same 

as that in the slab test. Shear strengths obtained from these unconfined com

pression tests are shown in Fig 39. Average shear strength was found to be 

177 Ib/ft2 (1.23 psi). Shear strengths obtained using a vane apparatus are 

given in Table 19. The vanes used were 1/2 inch in depth. These tests were 

conducted at the surface and five different depths in the box, each at six 

locations in the box. The average values at each location ranged from 185 to 

210 lb/ft2 (1.28 to 1.46 psi) with an average constant value of 196 lb/ft
2 

(1.36 psi). Shear strength at the surface using a torvane was found to be 215 

Ib/ft2 (1.28 psi). The variation in water content, shown in Fig 40, had an 

average value of 38 percent. The wet density, as determined after obtaining 

the weights and volumes of the extruded samples varied from 112 to 120 lb/ft
3 

with an average value of 116 lb/ft
3

. 
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Fig 36. Plate load test of 9-inch-diameter plate. 
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TABLE 19. SHEAR STRENGTH USING VANE APPARATUS FOR CENTER 
LOAD SLAB TEST (SERIES 330) 

Shear Strength at Locations (lb/ft2) 

89 

Surface Average Shear 
( inch) 1 2 3 4 5 

At surface 200 190 185 185 190 

1 205 190 190 190 190 

2 200 195 190 195 195 

3 205 195 190 190 195 

4 210 205 195 195 200 

5 210 200 200 195 200 

Variation: 185 to 210 1b/ft2 (1.28 to 1.46 psi). 

Average constant value: 196 1b/ft
2 

(1.36 psi). 

6 Strength 

190 190 

195 193 

195 195 

200 196 

200 201 

205 202 
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Test Results 

Deflections and strains were calculated for different loads during loading 

and unloading. The method of data reduction is described in Appendix 3. 

Figure 41 shows the positions of LVDT's, dial gages, rosettes, and load. 

Dial gages on the slab served as checks for LVDT's at identical positions. 

Two dial gages were placed on the soil near the slab periphery for deflection 

measurement. Figure 42 shows the load versus deflection curves for the 6 

LVDT's. In the initial stages, as the load increased, the deflections in

creased almost linearly, but as the load increased further, the deflections 

increased with nonlinear variations. At all points, except the corner, deflec

tions were downwards. At the corner the deflections (measured by LVDT 6) were 

downward up to 55 pound loads and then upward for the rest of the loading. 

During unloading, the curves did not follow the loading curves, having perma

nent sets of different magnitudes at the various points at zero load. It can 

also be seen that LVDT's 1 and 4 were out of range after a load of 220 pounds. 

Figure 43 shows the load versus deflection curves for the three dial gages 

on the slab which served as checkpoints for three LVDT's at identical positions. 

It can be seen from these curves that nonlinear behavior, following different 

paths during loading and unloading and different permanent sets, was similar 

to that for LVDT's. At the corner, the deflections (measured by Dial 2), down

ward up to 60 pounds and then upward, were similar but less than those for 

LVDT 6. 

Figure 44 shows the load versus deflection curves for two points on the 

soil near the slab periphery. Dial 5 (1.5 inches from the mid-edge) and Dial 3 

(1.41 inches from the corner) showed downward and upward movements, respective

ly, with nonlinear behavior and large permanent sets on unloading, indicating 

that the adjoining soil was affected as the slab was loaded. 

Figure shows the load versus largest principal stresses and their di-

rections at the four rosette locations. The method of getting largest princi

pal stresses from the strain readings of the rosette is described in Appendix 

3. It can be observed from these curves that the behavior of nonlinear varia

tions, having different paths during loading and unloading, and different resi

dual stresses at various locations on unloading, was similar to that for de

flections. 
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Analytical Solutions 

Analytical solutions based on the discrete-element model were found using 

DSLAB 30 (Ref 29), with soil represented by linear springs; and DSLAB 26 

(Ref 20), with soil represented by nonlinear springs. The soil below the slab 

was represented by the Winkler foundation (Ref 55), i.e., closely spaced in

dependent springs. Such springs, linear and nonlinear, were obtained by the 

following methods: 

(A) linear springs from 9-inch-diameter rigid plate test data corre
sponding to y = 0.01 inch 3(tangent modulus). Soil modulus k 
thus obtained was 160 1blin 

(B) linear springs from 9-inch-diameter rigid plate test data corre
sponding to 0.02-inch deflection (secant modulus). Modulus k 
thus obtained was 144 1b/in3 • 

(C) nonlinear springs using the entire pressure versud deflection curve 
of the 9-inch-diameter plate test. 

(D) nonlinear springs using Skempton's recommendation for unconfined 
compression test data (derivation given in Appendix 4). 

The different soil representations outlined above are shown in Fig 46. 

Linear modulus of subgrade reaction known as k, in 1b/in3 , was converted 

to the units of S , 1blin, according to the DSLAB requirement, by multiplying 

it by the area occupied by the spring at each station, e.g., 

k 160 1b/in
3 

h 
x 

S 

h 
Y 

112 inch 

160 X 1/2 X 1/2 40 1blin 

These linear springs act in tension as well as compression. 

Nonlinear soil modulus represented by the pressure p versus deflection 

y curve (Fig 37) was similarly converted to the load q versus deflection 

w characteristic as shown in Fig 47. Curves obtained by both the 9-inch

diameter plate load test and by Skempton's recommendation are shown in this 

figure. These nonlinear springs act in compression only. As clays can take 

small amounts of tension (Ref 49), these springs were made active in tension 

also, with the same slope as that in compression for the earlier portion of 

the curve, as shown in Fig 47. 
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Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Deflections 

The measured and computed deflections using linear and nonlinear springs 

for soil for a particular load on the slab were compared and the error was 

calculated as percentage of maximum measured deflection, in the same way as 

for plates, i.e., 

where 

Percentage error x 100 

w. 
m~ 

w. 
c~ 

measured deflection at pOint i, 

computed deflection at point i, 

maximum measured deflection for the load under 
consideration. 

(5.2) 

Plots of the measured and computed deflections were made along the center 

line and the diagonal. The plots were drawn and percentage errors calculated 

for loads of 100 and 200 pounds on the slab for all the four types of soil 

springs. 

For a load of 100 pounds (categorized as small load), maximum measured 

deflection at point 1, i.e., at 1 inch from the center on the center line 

(Fig 48 and Table 20) was -0.0229 inch. The plots along center line and diag

onal for measured and analytical deflections using different linear and non

linear springs are shown in Figs 48 and 49, respectively, and the comparison 

and percentage errors are in Table 20. It is observed that, first, good cor

relation exists between the experimental and DSLAB solutions using springs B, 

C, and D. The error is within 5 percent near the loaded area, 7 percent near 

the mid-edge, and 22 percent near the corner. The difference in error at the 

corresponding checkpoints, using dial gages, is within 2 percent. Second, for 

a load of 100 pounds producing small deflections on the slab, results obtained 

using linear springs (secant modulus corresponding to maximum deflection) are 

almost the same as those using nonlinear springs. Similar comparisons in both 

preliminary slab tests (series 300 and 320) were observed, as reported in 

Appendix 2. 
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TABLE 20. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTTONS FOR CENTER LOAD SLAB TEST (SERIES 330) 

Type of Solution 

Distance from Center 

Exper irnen ta 1 

Linear springs k 160 psi 
,/" Error 

Linear springs k 144 psi 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - VI curve 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - VI curve 
(Skempton's) 
7, Error 

Load: 100 Ib in the center 

Programs: DSLAB 30 for linear springs (18 X 18 increments) 
DSLAB 26 for nonlinear springs (18 X 18 increments) 

LVDT's 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 

2.5 4.5 1.41 3.53 6;36 Check LVDT inch inch inch inch inch inch 

-0.02290 -0.01320 -0.00420 -0.01970 -0.00730 0.00117 -0.02290 

-0.02112 -0.01231 -0.00271 -0.01862 -0.00671 0.00548 -0.02112 
7.77 3.89 6.52 4.72 2.59 - 21. 00 7.77 

-0.02250 -0.01343 -0.00339 -0.01995 -0.00755 0.00548 -0.02250 
1. 75 1.00 3.52 -1.09 -1.07 -18.82 1. 75 

-0.02248 -0.01312 -0.00272 -0.01986 -0.00706 0.00616 -0.02248 
1.83 0.35 6.48 -0.70 1.04 -21.81 1.83 

-0.02359 -0.01411 -0.00353 -0.02094 -0.00792 0.00579 -0.02359 
-3.01 -3.97 2.92 - 5.41 -2.69 -20.19 -3.01 

Note: Plots along center line and diagonal are given in Figs 48 and 49. 

Dial Gages 

4 

Check LVDT 

-0.00490 

-0.00271 
9.58 

-0.00339 
6.58 

-0.00272 
9.54 

-0.00353 
5.98 

2 

3 Check LVDT 6 

0.00061 

0.00548 
-21.27 

0.00548 
-21.27 

0.00616 
-24.25 

0.00579 
-22.63 
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For a load of 200 pounds (categorized as high load), maximum measured 

deflection at point 1 (Fig 49 and Table 21) was -0.0607 inch. From the plots 

for measured and analytical deflections along the center line and diagonal 

(Figs 50 and 51, respectively), and percentage errors (Table 21), it can be 

observed that, first, good correlation exists using nonlinear springs only. 

Percentage error using C and D springs is within 8 percent near the load, 3 

percent near the mid-edge, and 14 percent near the corner. The difference in 

error at the corresponding checkpoints, using dial gages, is within 2 percent. 

Second, solutions using linear springs (A and B) do not yield good agreement 

once the deflections on the slab are large and lie on the nonlinear part of 

the pressure versus deflection curve for the soil. 

Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Principal Stresses 

The largest principal stresses for loads of 100 and 200 pounds on the 

slab were calculated from the strains of the rectangular rosettes, as described 

in Appendix 3. The measured principal stresses thus obtained corresponded to 

the top of the slab whereas those obtained using DSLAB were with respect to 

the bottom. Keeping this difference in mind, a comparison of the measured and 

DSLAB largest principal stresses was made with the absolute values and percent 

errors calculated as a function of the maximum measured largest principal as 

stress, as shown below: 

where 

Percentage Error 

measured largest principal stress at point i, 

DSLAB largest principal stress at point i, 

maximum measured largest principal stress for the 
load under consideration. 

(5.3) 

For a 100-pound load on the slab, the comparison of measured largest 

principal stresses with the DSLAB solutions, using the linear and nonlinear 

springs, is given in Table 22. From this table it can be observed that the 

maximum percentage error is within 7 percent and that there is small difference 
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TABLE 21. EXPERIMENIAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTIONS FOR CENTER LOAD SLAB TEST (SERIES 330) 

Type of Solution 

Distance from Center 

Experimental 

Li near spr ings k 160 psi 
% Error 

Linear springs k 144 psi 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(Skempton's) 
% Error 

Load: 200 lb in the center 

Programs: DSLAB 30 for linear springs (18 X 18 increments) 
DSLAB 26 for nonlinear springs (18 X 18 increments) 

LVDT's 

2 3 4 5 6 

2.5 4.5 1.41 3.53 6.36 Check LVDT inch inch inch inch inch inch 

-0.06070 -0.03990 -0.01190 -0.05500 -0.01940 0.00460 -0.06050 

-0.04223 -0.02462 -0.00541 -0.03724 -0.01341 0.01096 -0.04223 
30.43 25.17 10.69 29.26 9.87 -10.48 30.10 

- O. 04500 -0.02687 -0.00679 -0.03990 -0.01509 0.01096 -0.04500 
25.86 21.47 8.42 24.88 7.10 -10.48 25.54 

-0.05583 -0.03467 -0.00992 -0.05006 -0.02012 0.01283 -0.05583 
8.02 8.62 3.27 8.14 -1.19 -13.56 7.69 

-0.05754 -0.03629 -0.01128 -0.05175 -0.02154 0.01218 -0.05754 
5.12 5.95 1.02 5.35 - 3.53 -12.49 4.88 

Note: Plots along center line and diagonal are given in Figs SO and 51. 

Dial Gages 

4 

Check LVDT 

-0.01250 

-0.00541 
11. 68 

-0.00679 
9.41 

-0.00992 
4.26 

-0.01128 
2.01 

2 

3 Check LVDT 

0.00345 

0.01096 
-12.37 

0.01096 
-12.37 

0.01283 
-15.45 

0.01218 
-14.38 

6 

...... 
o 
Q\ 



TABLE 22. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL LARGEST PRINCIPAL 
STRESSES FOR CENTER LOAD SLAB TEST (SERIES 330) 

Load: 100 1b in the center 
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Programs: DSLAB 30 for linear springs (18 X 18 increments) 
DSLAB 26 for nonlinear springs (18 X 18 increments) 

Type of Solution 

Experimental 

Linear springs k 160 psi 
% Error 

Linear springs k 144 psi 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(S'(empton's) 
% Error 

Rosette 1 

Largest 
Stress 

4788.00 

4656.00 
2.76 

4767.00 
0.44 

4900.0 
-2.34 

4954.00 
-3.47 

Rosette 2 

Largest 
Stress 

1262.00 

1169.00 
1. 94 

1245.00 
0.36 

1275.00 
-0.27 

1313.00 
-1.07 

Rosette 3 

Largest 
Stress 

2973.00 

3063.00 
-1.88 

3164.00 
-3.99 

3280.00 
- 6 .41 

3322.00 
-7.29 

Rosette 4 

Largest 
Stress 

876.00 

747.80 
2.68 

788.30 
1.81 

817.00 
1.22 

832.00 
0.91 
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in percentage errors for solutions using linear and nonlinear springs. 

Similar observations were made for the preliminary series (320) as reported 

in Appendix 2. 

A similar comparison of largest principal stresses for 200 pounds (Table 

23) shows agreement between measured and DSLAB solutions using nonlinear 

springs to be within 7 percent and that solutions using linear springs do 

not yield good agreement. 

Corner Loads Slab Test (Series 340) 

After testing the slab under center load, it was decided to study the 

problem further for another important loading condition, and testing was done 

under two-point corner loads. Load was transferred to the slab near the oppo

site corners through a loading beam, as shown in Figs 52 and 53. To get equal 

loads at the two ends, the beam was joined to the loading rod by a pin connec

tion. As it was desired to measure deflections along the diagonal itself, 

1/4-inch-diameter holes were made in the beam for the cores of the LVDT's to 

pass through. Identical holes were made on both sides of the center of the 

beam, so that equal loads were tansmitted at the two ends. The testing proce

dure was exactly the same as for center load slab test. 

Plate load tests, shear tests, and other soil tests were conducted the 

same way as the center load test. The plate load test data for 9-inch-diameter 

plate were given in Fig 37. Shear strengths obtained from the unconfined corn-
2 

pression tests are shown in Fig 54, with average value of 177 1b/ft (1.23 psi). 

The average in situ shear strength using the vane apparatus was 201 1b/ft
2 

(1.40 psi) as shown in Table 24. The variation in water content is shown in 

Fig 55. The average value was 38 percent. The average wet density was 116 
3 

1b/ft . 

Test Results 

Deflections and strains were calculated for different loads as described 

in Appendix 3. Figure 56 shows the positions of LVDT's, dial gages on the 

slab (checks for LVDT's) and on the soil, rosettes, and strain gages. Figure 

57 shows the load versus deflection curves for all seven LVDT's. For all the 

LVDT's, except 6 and 7, the deflections increased with load nonlinearly. 

LVDT 6, placed at the unloaded corner, and LVDT 7, measuring the smallest de

flections showed almost linear variation. The deflections at the unloaded 



TABLE 23. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL LARGEST PRINCIPAL 
STRESSES FOR CENTER LOAD SLAB TEST (SERIES 330) 

Load: 200 1b in the center 
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Programs: DSLAB 30 for linear springs (18 X 18 increments) 
DSLAB 26 for nonlinear springs (18 X 18 increments) 

Type of Solution 

Experimental 

Linear springs k 160 psi 
% Error 

Linear springs k 144 psi 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(Skempton I s) 
% Error 

Rosette 1 Rosette 2 

Largest 
Stress 

10421.00 

9311.00 
10.65 

9534.00 
8.51 

10852.00 
-4.14 

10879.00 
-4.39 

Largest 
Stress 

3733.00 

2337.00 
13.40 

2491.00 
11. 92 

3176.00 
5.34 

3242.00 
4.71 

Rosette 3 Rosette 4 

Largest 
Stress 

7854.00 

6127.00 
16.57 

6327.00 
14.65 

7496.00 
3.44 

7530.00 
3.11 

Largest 
Stress 

2531.00 

1496.00 
9.93 

1577 .00 
9.15 

1989.00 
5.20 

2017.00 
4.93 
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(a) Test set-up of slab with loading 
and measurement devices. 

(b) Close-up of loading beam. 

Fig 52. Slab test arrangement under corner 
toads slab test (series 340). 
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Fig 53. Details of loading beam for corner loads slab test (series 340). 
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Fig 56. Positions of LVDT's, dial gages, rosettes, and 
loads for corner loads slab test (series 340). 
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TABLE 24. SHEAR STRENGTH USING VANE APPARATUS FOR CORNER 
LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

Depth from Shear Strength at Locations (1b/ ft
2

) 
Surface Average Shear 

(inch) 1 2 3 4 5 6 Strength 

At surface 190 195 190 195 200 190 193 

1 195 195 200 195 205 190 197 

2 200 200 205 195 205 195 200 

3 200 205 205 195 210 195 202 

4 205 210 205 200 210 200 205 

5 205 210 210 200 210 200 206 

2 
Variation: 190 to 210 1b/ft (1.32 to 1.46 psi). 

? 
Average constant value: 201 lb/ft·· (1.40 psi). 
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corner were upward, and for all the other pOints downward. The results, which 

showed different paths during unloading and permanent sets on no load, were 

similar to center load slab test results. It can also be observed that LVDT 1 

was out of range after a load of 200 pounds. 

Figure 58 shows the load versus deflection curves for the 4 dial gages on 

the slab which served as checkpoints for 4 LVDT'S at identical positions. It 

can be seen from these curves that the nonlinear behavior during loading and 

unloading was similar to that of LVDT's. It can also be observed that deflec

tions at all these checkpoints were greater using dial gages than using LVDT's. 

Figure 59 shows the load versus deflection curves for two points on the 

soil near the slab periphery, one 1 inch from the mid-edge, and the other 2.12 

inches from the corner. It can be seen from these curves that the deflections 

at both points were nonlinear and downwards, with large permanent sets on un

loading. This indicates that the adjacent soil was affected as the slab was 

loaded. 

Figure 60 shows load versus largest principal stresses and their direc

tions at the three rosette locations. Figure 61 shows load versus stresses 

along the edge for the two strain gages. The methods of getting these stresses 

from strain readings are described in Appendix 3. It can be observed that the 

nonlinear behavior with permanent sets on unloading is similar to that for de

flections. 

Analytical Solutions 

Analytical solutions were obtained using DSLAB 30 (Ref 29) for linear soil 

springs and DSLAB 26 (Ref 20) for nonlinear springs, for total loads of 100 and 

200 pounds (50 and 100 pounds each point, respectively), and using the follow

ing soil springs: 

(A) linear springs corresponding to tangent modulus from 9-inch-diameter 
rigid plate test data. Modulus k thus obtained was 160 lb/in3 . 

(B) linear springs from 9-inch-diameter rigid plate test data for deflec
tions of 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 inch. Secant moduli thus obtained 
were 144, 128, and 112 lb/in3 , respectively. Obtaining a secant 
modulus beyond a deflection of 0.04 inch was not attempted. 

(C) nonlinear springs using the entire pressure versus deflection curve 
of the 9-inch-diameter plate test. 

(D) nonlinear springs using Skempton's recommendation from unconfined 
compression test data (derivation given in Appendix 4). 
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Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Solutions 

Comparison of measured and analytical solutions for deflections, principal 

stresses, and stresses along the edge was made and percentage errors calculated 

as a function of the maximum measured value for the load under consideration. 

The measured and analytical deflections were plotted along the diagonal and 

the edge. As the loads were placed symmetrically on the diagonal, the measured 

values on both sides of the center were taken the same while plotting the de

flections on the diagonal. 

For a total load of 100 pounds (50 pounds each point), the maximum mea

sured deflection at point 1, i.e., corner near load, was -O.OSl inch. From 

the plots for measured and analytical deflections along the diagonal and the 

edge given in Figs 62 and 63 and the comparison in Table 25, it can be observed 

that, first, good correlation existed using nonlinear springs only. The per

centage error using nonlinear springs (C and D) was within 6 percent on the 

entire slab. The difference in error at checkpoints using dial gages was with

in 1 percent. Second, solutions using linear springs (A and B) did not yield go 

good agreement, as the deflections on the slab were large and lay on the non

linear part of pressure versus deflection characteristics of the soil. 

Table 26 shows the comparison for largest principal stresses and stresses 

along the edge. It can be observed from this table that the maximum discrepancy 

using nonlinear springs (C and D) was within 14 percent and using linear springs 

(B) was 27 percent. 

For a total load of 200 pounds (100 pounds each point), the maximum mea

sured deflection at point 1 was -0.200 inch. From the plots along the diagonal 

and the edge shown in Figs 64 and 65, and the comparison in Table 27, it can be 

seen that, first, good correlation existed using nonlinear springs only. The 

percentage error using C and D springs was within 11 percent near the loaded 

area, 6 percent near the unloaded corner, and 3 percent on the rest of the 

slab. The percentage error for the corresponding checkpoints using dial gages 

was 5 percent for points near the load,S percent near the unloaded corner, 

and 5 percent near the mid-edge. Second, solutions using linear springs (A 

and B) did not yield good agreement, as the deflections lay on the nonlinear 

part of the pressure versus deflection characteristics of soil. 

The comparison of largest principal stresses and stresses along the edge, 

as given in Table 2S, shows maximum discrepancy between measured and analytical 
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TABLE 25. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTIONS FOR CORNER LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

Type of Solut ion 

Distance from Center 6.36 
inch 

Exper imenta 1 -0.08100 

Linear springs k 160 psi -0.05388 
10 Error 33.48 

Linear sprin,'~s k ll2 ps i -0.06823 
I. Error 15.77 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) -0.07810 
% Error 3.58 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(Skempton's) -0.07903 

10 Error 2 .~3 

t\ote: Plots along diagonal and edge are 

Load: 50 1b each point near opposite corners 
(Total load = 100 1b) 

Programs: DSLAB 30 for linear springs (18 X 18 increments) 
DSLAB 26 for nonlinear springs (18 X 18 increments) 

LVDT's 

2 3 4 5 6 

4.24 1.41 2.83 4.5 6.36 2.0 
inch inch inch inch inch inch 

-0.04240 -0.00732 -0.01970 -0.01220 0.00690 -0.00560 

-0.02645 -0.00286 -0.Oll21 -0.00729 0.00495 - 0.00227 
19.69 5.51 10.48 6.06 2.40 4.ll 

-0.03462 -0.00548 -0.01604 -0.01085 0.00742 -0.00460 
9.60 2.27 4.52 1. 67 -0.64 1.23 

-0.03774 - 0.00403 -0.01610 -0.0109 0.00712 -0.00324 
5.75 4.06 4.44 -1.60 -0.28 2.92 

-0.03874 -0.00484 -0.01703 -0.01160 0.00746 -0.00398 
4.52 3.06 3.30 0.74 -0.69 2.00 

given in Figs 62 and 63. 

Dial 

3 

Check Check 
LVDT 1 LVDT 4 

-0.08350 -0.02150 

-0.05388 -0.01121 
36.57 12.70 

-0.06825 -0.01604 
18.83 6.74 

-0.07810 -0.01610 
6.67 6.67 

-0.07903 -0.01703 
5.52 5.52 

Gages 

4 6 

Check Check 
LVDT 5 LVDT 6 

-0.01280 0.00730 

-0.00729 0.00495 
6.80 2.90 

-0.01085 0.00742 
2.41 -0.14 

-0.01090 0.00712 
2.35 0.22 

-0.Oll60 0.00746 
1.48 -0.20 

I-' 
N 
'-l 



TABLE 26. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL LARGEST PRINCIPAL STRESSES AND 
STRESSES ALONG EDGE FOR CORNER LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

Load: 50 1b each point near opposite corners 
(Total load = 100 1b) 

Programs: DSLAB 30 for linear springs (18 X 18 increments) 
DSLAB 26 for nonlinear springs (18 X 18 increments) 

Rosette Rosette 4 Rosette 3 Gage 5 

Type of Solution 
Largest 
Stress 

Largest 
Stress 

Largest 
Stress 

S tres s 
Along Edge 

Experimental 2714.00 3313.00 2389.00 2074.00 

Linear springs k 160 psi 1887.00 -1963.00 -1979.00 -1852.00 
% Error 24.96 40.75 12.38 6.70 

Linear springs k 112 psi 2281.00 -2424.00 -2221.00 -1984.00 
% Error 13.07 26.83 5.07 2.72 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) 2732.00 -2849.00 -2753.00 -2514.00 
% Error -0.54 14.01 -10.99 -13.28 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(S:<empton I s) 2728.00 -2856.00 -2706.00 -2454.00 
% Error -0.42 13.79 - 9. 57 -11.47 

Gage 6 

Stress 
Along Edge 

1209.00 

1002.00 
6.25 

1134.00 
2.26 

1126.00 
2.51 

1156.00 
1. 60 



TABLE 27. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTIONS FOR CORNER LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

Load: 100 1b each point near opposite corners 
(Total load = 200 1b) 

Programs: DSLAB 30 for linear spr ings (18 X 18 incr emen t s) 
DSLAB 26 for nonlinear springs (18 X 18 increments) 

LVDT's Dial Gages 

Type of Solution 1 2 3 4 5 6 3 1 4 6 

Distance from Center 
6.36 4.24 1.41 2.83 4.5 6.36 2.0 Check Check Check Check 
inch inch inch inch inch inch inch LVDT 1 LVDT 4 LVDT 5 LVDT 6 

Experimental -0.20000 -0.10300 -0.02160 -0.05800 -0.03400 0.01430 -0.Oll80 -0.22400 -0.05900 -0.03470 0.01650 

Linear springs k 160 psi -0.10780 -0.05290 -0.00571 -0.02242 -0.01458 0.00991 -0.00454 -0.10780 -0.02242 -0.01458 0.00991 
10 Error 46.26 16.83 7.92 17.74 9.68 2.19 3.62 57.93 18.24 10.03 3.29 

Linear springs k ll2 psi -0.13650 -0.06924 -0.01097 -0.03208 -0.02169 0.01483 - 0.00920 -0.13650 -0.03208 -0.02169 0.01483 
% Error 31. 95 16.83 5.30 12.92 6.14 -0.26 1. 29 43.62 13 .42 6.49 0.83 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) -0.22340 -0.ll440 -0.01982 -0.05506 -0.03878 -0.02631 -0.01689 -0.22340 - 0.05506 -0.03878 0.02631 
10 Error -ll.37 - 5.68 0.89 1.47 -2.38 -5.99 - 2.54 0.30 1. 96 -2.03 -4.89 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(Skempton's) -0.21470 -0.10970 -0.01909 -0.05270 -0.03720 -0.02394 -0.01632 -0.21270 -0.05270 -0.02393 0.02393 
% Error -7.03 -3.34 1.25 2.64 -1.59 -4.8 -2.24 4.64 3.14 5.37 -3.70 

Note: Plots along diagonal and edge are given in Figs 64 and 65. 

...... 
N 
\0 



TABLE 28. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL LARGEST PRINCIPAL STRESSES AND 
STRESSES ALONG EDGE FOR CORNER LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

Load: 100 1b each point near opposite corners 
(Total load = 200 1b) 

Programs: DSLAB 30 for linear springs (18 X 18 increments) 
DSLAB 26 for nonlinear springs (18 X 18 increments) 

Type of Solution 

Experimental 

Linear springs k 160 psi 
% Error 

Linear springs k 112 psi 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(Skempton I s) 
% Error 

Rosette 2 

Largest 
Stress 

7886.00 

3773.00 
48.45 

4562.00 
39.16 

7473.00 
4.87 

7154.00 
8.62 

Rosette 4 

Largest 
Stress 

8489.00 

3927.00 
53.74 

4848.00 
42.89 

8064.00 
5.01 

7703.00 
9.26 

Rosette 3 

Largest 
Stress 

6542.00 

3957.00 
30.45 

4442.00 
24.74 

6348.00 
2.29 

6248.00 
3.46 

Gage 5 

Stress 
Along Edge 

5690.00 

3704.00 
23.39 

3966.00 
20.31 

5458.00 
2.73 

-5384.00 
3.60 

Gage 6 

Stress 
Along Edge 

2714.00 

2004.00 
8.36 

2270.00 
5.23 

2980.00 
-3.13 

2858.00 
-1. 70 

I-' 
\.oJ 
o 
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solutions of 9 percent using nonlinear springs (C and D) and 43 percent using 

linear springs (B). 

Causes of Discrepancy 

In the slab tests discussed in this chapter, the slab was resting on 

soil, whereas plates in Chapter 4 were resting on rigid supports. From the 

study on plates under a variety of stiffness, load and support conditions, the 

method of solution where the rigid supports could be represented adequately 

in the input data has already been verified. This means that the closer the 

input data represent the real problem, the better the agreement is between the 

analytical and experimental solutions. Therefore, the major cause of discre

pancy in the slab tests may be in the representation of soil. 

From the comparison for deflections, largest principal stresses, and 

stresses along the edge under the two loading conditions it has been observed 

that soil can be represented satisfactorily by the Winkler foundation provided: 

(1) Linear or nonlinear springs are input for loads producing small 
deflections. 

(2) Only nonlinear springs are used for loads producing large deflec
tions. 

It has also been observed that the maximum discrepancy is near the corners 

or near the edge, i.e., along the periphery, and to a smaller degree in the 

interior of the slab. The following factors may be some of the causes of the 

discrepancy: 

(1) According to the Winkler foundation, the soil springs act only under 
the slab and the adjoining soil is not affected at all. This is in 
contradiction to the observed deflections of the soil surface during 
the tests. Deflections were observed at two points on the soil as 
shown in Figs 41 and 56 for center load and corner loads slab tests, 
respectively. Load (on the slab) versus deflection (on the soil) 
data for both points are given in Figs 44 and 59. From these obser
vations, it seems that the effect of the outside the perimeter of the 
slab may also be included while representing the soil. 

(2) According to the DSLAB input, the properties of the slab and soil 
are lumped in joints and bars, in proportion to the area occupied 
by each station. This necessitates full values at the interior sta
tions, half values at the edge, and quarter values at the corners. 
This applies to the slab as well as to the soil, and may be true 
only if the slab (9 by 9 inch) is resting on 9 by 9-inch soil. If 
the soil is not represented beyond the dimensions of the slab, the 
soil springs acting along the periphery may need to be modified. 
The possible ways to carry out such modification should be thoroughly 
investigated. 
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(3) The interaction between the slab and the soil has not been taken 
into account. The effect of the frictional forces developed due to 
such interaction should be thoroughly investigated. The present 
DSLAB solutions neglect these frictional forces. The bottom of the 
slab was, therefore, lubricated with a thin film of grease before 
the soil placement. Whether the frictional forces during the testing 
were completely reduced is not known. 

(4) The soil is represented by linear and nonlinear independent springs 
in the DSLAB solutions. The interaction between these springs, in 
both vertical and horizontal directions, is neglected. Such inter
action between the soil springs in the horizontal direction may be 
incorporated by introducing coupled springs. A thorough investiga
tion regarding coupled-spring foundation for both linear and non
linear solutions and the method of representing this parameter needs 
to be made to understand the phenomenon. 

(5) Only one nonlinear pressure versus deflection curve or uniform linear 
k was input for the entire soil surface below the slab. Different 
curves or nonuniform k for different areas below the slab may be 
necessary, as pointed out by Lewis and Harr (Ref 22). An experimental 
investigation with pressure measurements to determine such curves or 
k variation needs to be made. 

(6) Experimental Errors. Although great care was taken during the entire 
test procedure, the following factors may be some of the experimental 
errors, at various stages of testing: 

(a) The soil placed by extrusion may not have been perfectly homo
geneous in moisture content and density. In placing adjacent 
blocks, rows, and layers, perfect jointing may not have been 
achieved at all the places in the box. 

(b) The method adopted for a good contact between slab and soil 
may not have been perfect enough to ensure such a contact at 
all places. 

(c) A time lag in loading and recording the data may have produced 
a small error. 

(d) With LVDTls of land l/2-inch range used for deflections of 
±O.2 inch or less, a good resolution could not be obtained. 
LVDTls of smaller range with greater resolution should have 
been used. 

(e) Slight imperfection in fixing gages and rosettes may have led 
to a small error. 

(f) The discrepancies in determining slab properties may have 
caused a small error, in the same way as for plates in Chapter 
4. 



CHAPTER 6. STUDY ON SLABS UNDER CYCLIC LOADING 

Pavements are subjected to numerous repetitive loads (in some cases 

millions) during their useful life. Lee (Ref 21) has presented a comprehensive 

review of the factors influencing pavement behavior under repeated load appli

cations. Besides temperature, environmental, and other factors, pavement behav

ior is a function of rate, frequency, duration, and stress level of the repeti

tive loads. The problem of soil-pavement systems under repetitive loads is 

thus quite a complex problem. However, qualitative information from testing 

slab sections under a constant rate of loading and cycling for either load or 

deflection for a few cycles may be useful in getting some idea of the phenom

enon. 

After the slab was tested under static center loads, it was decided to 

continue testing it under cyclic loads, and both the center load test (series 

330) and the corner loads test (series 340) were made under deflection repeti

tion. This chapter presents some of the cyclic test data, their interpreta

tion, and an attempt to modify the soil representation for cyclic loading. The 

experimental results are compared with the preliminary analytical solutions 

thus obtained, to give some idea of the phenomenon. 

Center Load Slab Test (Series 330) 

Test Procedure 

The set-up for testing and recording the data for load, deflections, and 

strains for this series is described in Chapter 5. After the slab was loaded 

to 255 pounds in the first cycle, it was observed that two LVDT's had gone out 

of range and the others were close to the maximum limit. To keep the LVDT's 

within the range of their travel, the load was cycled to a constant deflection 

of about 15 percent less than the maximum deflection for the instrument nearest 

the load (dial 1, see Fig 66), For the analysis presented here, the data were 

recorded at regular intervals during loading and unloading in the fifth and 

seventh cycles. 
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Fig 66. Positions of load, LVDT's, and dial gages for 
center cyclic load slab test (series 330). 
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Test Results 

The data were reduced, as described in Appendix 3 for the first cycle. 

As mentioned on the preceding page, the slab was loaded to 255 pounds and then 

cycled to a constant deflection about 15 percent less than the maximum deflec

tion obtained during the first cycle. Under such a condition of cycling, the 

behavior of the slab may not be interpreted correctly if the cycling is not 

done for either maximum deflection or maximum load. The deflection data will 

be discussed in the following paragraphs to give an idea of the phenomenon in

volved. Analysis of test data for strains for cycling loading was not attempted. 

Figure 67 shows the load versus deflection curve obtained during the 

first, fifth, and seventh cycles for the dial gage nearest the load (1 inch 

from center on the center line) which was used to govern deflection for cy

cling. From this plot it can be seen that the curves for the fifth and 

seventh cycles have the same general shape and slope as the first cycle curve. 

The effect of cycling to a constant deflection of -0.0655 inch was to reduce 

the required load from 210 pounds for the first cycle to 190 pounds for the 

fifth cycle and 185 pounds for the sixth and seventh cycles. This indicates 

that there may be a tendency for most of the reduction in load to take place 

during the first few cycles, which is followed by a stage of stabilization. 

However, this was probably accelerated by reducing the deflection level below 

the maximum for cycling. 

During the first load application, the deflections increased and there 

was a permanent set on unloading. In the next cycle the deflections increased, 

starting from the permanent set left after the first cycle, with a different 

permanent set on unloading. This process of soil-slab adjustment continued, 

exhibited by different permanent sets after every cycle. It was also observed 

that after the first cycle the permanent set was large, followed by small in

creases in the total permanent set in the next four cycles and approximately 

the same in the sixth and seventh cycles. 

At the start of any cycle, it is easier to measure the net deflections 

for that cycle than to measure the cummulative deflections starting from the 

first cycle. The cummulative deflections can, however, be measured if the 

permanent set before the cycle is determined, which may be difficult to do in 

most cases. Keeping this in mind, the net deflections of the first, fifth, 

and seventh cycles were compared. The net deflections obtained for loads of 
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100 and 185 pounds for the first, fifth, and seventh cycles were compared 

(Tables 28 and 29, respectively). The deflections were -0.0229, -0.0240, and 

-0.0241 inch for 100 pounds and -0.0528, -0.0531, and -0.0532 inch for 185 

pounds. This shows that the effect of cycling loading is to increase the de

flections within the first few cycles, which are followed by a stage of stabi

lization. 

It is also desirable to evaluate the cyclic loading on other points within 

the slab. Consider three general areas, "points in the anterior of the slab," 

"points on mid-edge," and "points on corner." 

Points in the Interior of the Slab 

Data for this area were processed for LVDT 1 (1 inch from the slab center 

on the center line), and LVDT's 4 and 5 (1.41 and 3.53 inches from the center 

on the diagonal, respectively. Output of LVDT 2 (2.5 inches from center) 

could not be used, as an error message was indicated. Load versus deflection 

curves for LVDT 4 are shown in Fig 68. It can be observed from these curves 

and Tables 28 and 29 that the cycling effects of load stabilization, the 

curves for various cycles following in shape and slope, and the net deflections 

for the fifth and seventh cycles being greater than that for the first cycle 

were similar, to that of dial gage 1. LVDT 1 served as a check for dial gage 1. 

The load versus deflection curves are given in Appendix 5 and net deflections 

for 100 and 185 pounds in Tables 28 and 29. It can be seen that the observa

tions were almost similar to dial gage 1. The data of LVDT 5, as given in 

Tables 28 and 29 and Appendix 5, showed similar effects of cycling loading, 

except that the total deflection for 185 pounds for cycles 5 and 7 exceeded 

the total deflection obtained in the first cycle. This may be due to the 

effect of soil remolding. 

Points on Mid-Edge 

LVDT 3 and dial gage 4 were on the mid-edge so that one served as a check 

on the other. Load versus deflection curves for dial 4 are shown in Fig 69 

and for LVDT 3 in Appendix 5. It can be observed from these curves that (1) 

the curves of the fifth and seventh cycles followed each other closely, al

though the slope was steeper than that of the first cycle curve; (2) the load 

stabilized after a few cycles, in general, as at points in the interior of the 

slab; (3) the net deflections for loads of 100 and 185 pounds (Tables 28 and 

29) for the fifth and seventh cycles were less than those for the first cycle; 
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TABLE 28. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTIONS FOR CENTER CYCLIC LOAD SLAB TEST (SERIES 330) 

Type of Solution 

1 
First cycle 

Experimental Fifth cycle 
J Seventh cycle 

Nonlinear q - w curve (q not reduced) 
% Error (comparison with first cycle) 

Non1 inear q - w curve (q reduced 25 %). 
% Error (comparison with seventh cycle) 

-!~ 
Test data not available. 

Load: 100 1b in the center 

Program: DSLAB 26 (18 X 18 increments) 

LVDT's 

1 2* 3 4 5 

-0.02290 -0.00420 -0.01970 -0.00730 
-0.02300 -0.00404 -0.02000 -0.00720 
-0.02300 -0.00410 -0.01990 -0.00720 

-0.02248 -0.00272 -0.01986 -0.00706 
1. 83 6.48 -0.70 1.04 

-0.02250 -0.00270 -0.01988 -0.00705 
2.17 6.07 0.09 0.66 

Note: Experimental values are the net deflections for the fifth and seventh cycles. 

Dial Gages 

6 1 4 

0.00117 -0.02290 - 0.00490 
0.00173 -0.02400 -0.00410 
0.00175 -0.02410 - 0.00400 

0.00616 -0.02248 -0.00272 
-21.81 1.83 9.54 

0.00636 -0.02250 -0.00270 
-20.02 6.96 5.64 

2 

0.00061 
0.00140 
0.00143 

0.00616 
-24.25 

0.00636 
-21.41 



TABLE 29. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTIONS FOR CENTER CYCLIC LOAD SLAB TEST (SERIES 330) 

Type of Solution 

~ 
First cycle 

Experimental Fifth cycle 
J Seventh cycle 

Nonlinear q - w curve (q not reduced) 
% Error (comparison with first cycle) 

Nonlinear q - w curve (q reduced 25 %) 
% Error (comparison with tenth cycle) 

t data not available. 

Load: 185 Ib in the center 

Program: DSLAB 26 (18 X 18 increments) 

LVDT's 

2* 3 4 5 

-0.05240 -0.01030 -0.04850 -0.01680 
-0.05250 -0.00964 -0.04780 -0.01700 
-0.05280 -0.00980 -0.04850 -0.01730 

-0.04976 -0.00834 -0.04450 -0.01754 
5.04 3.73 7.63 -1.41 

-0.04950 -0,00788 -0.04423 -0.01702 
6.25 3.63 8.09 0.53 

Note: Experimental values are the net deflections for the fifth and seventh cycles. 

Dial Gages 

6 4 

0.00370 -0.05280 -0.01l00 
0.00483 -0.05310 -0.00880 
0.00543 -0.05320 -0.00910 

0.01182 -0.04976 -0.00834 
15.50 5.80 5.07 

0.01349 -0.04976 -0.00788 
15.27 6.52 2.31 

2 

0.00314 
0.00390 
0.00400 

0.01182 
16.56 

0.01349 
17.97 
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and (4) the total deflection for 185 pounds in cycle 7 was approximately .the 

same as that for 240 pounds in the first cycle. 

Points on Corner 

LVDT 6 and dial gage 2 were both on corners (one serving as a check on 

the other). Load versus deflection curves for dial 2 are shown in Fig 70 and 

for LVDT 6 in Appendix 5. It can be observed from these curves that (1) load 

stabilization was similar to that for other points; (2) curves for the fifth 

and seventh cycles followed each other very closely, with approximately the 

same slope as that of the first cycle curve; (3) in the first cycle, the cor

ners moved down in the initial stages of loading and then started moving up, 

but during the fifth and seventh cycles, upward movement started from the be

ginning of the load; and (4) the net deflections for loads for 100 and 185 

pounds (Tables 28 and 29) for the fifth and seventh cycles were greater than 

those for the first cycle. 

Corner Loads Slab Test (Series 340) 

To study the effect of cyclic loading for another important loading con

dition, the corner loads slab test was also continued. The load was applied 

at two points on the diagonal near opposite corners. The test procedure was 

the same as that for the center load test except that the load was cycled for 

10 cycles for the maximum deflection obtained during the first cycle on dial 

gage 3 (corner near load). During the fifth and tenth cycles, data for load, 

deflection, and strain were recorded during both loading and unloading. 

Deflections 

Figure 71 shows the position of LVDT's, dial gages, and loads. Figure 72 

shows the load deflection characteristics for dial 3 (corner near load), which 

was the governing point to control the maximum deflection. It can be seen 

that (1) slopes and shape of curves for cycles 1, 5, and 10 were approximately 

the same; (2) a stage of load stabilization seemed to be beginning after about 

9 or 10 cycles, as the load reduced from 205 pounds in the first cycle to 178 

pounds during the fifth cycle and 170 pounds during the eighth, ninth, and 

tenth cycles; and (3) the net deflections for 100 pounds and 170 pounds for 

the fifth and tenth cycles were greater than those for the first cycle 

(Tables 30 and 31). Note that LVDT 1 (the check for dial 3) was out of range, 

and, therefore, its data were not included. 
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TABLE 30. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTIONS FOR CORNER CYCLIC LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

Type of Solution 

1 
Firs t cyc Ie 

Experimental Fifth cyc Ie 
) Tenth cycle 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(q not reduced) 
% Error 
(Comparison with first cycle) 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(q reduced 25 %) 

'70 Error 
(Comparison with tent h cycle) 

-!( 
Out of range. 

Note: Experimental values are 

1* 2 

- 0.04240 
-0.04300 
-0.04320 

-0.03774 

5.58 

-0.03844 

5.53 

Load: 50 1b each point near opposite corners 
(Total load = 100 1b) 

Program: DSLAB 26 (18 X 18 increments) 

LVDT's 

3 4 5 6 7 

- O. 00732 -0.01970 -0.01220 0.00690 -0.00560 
- O. 00720 -0.02640 -0.01220 0.00785 -0.00560 
-0.00700 -0.02650 -0.01220 0.00833 -0.00600 

-0.00403 -0.01610 -0.01090 0.00712 -0.00324 

0.39 4.31 1. 56 0.27 2.83 

-0.00417 -0.01646 -0.00990 0.01544 -0.00302 

3.29 11. 67 2.67 8.27 3.46 

the net deflections for the fifth and tenth cycles. 

Dial 

3 1 

-0.08350 -0.02150 
-0.08600 -0.02460 
-0.08600 -0.02460 

-0.07810 -0.01610 

6.47 6.47 

-0.07950 -0.01646 

7.56 9.81 

Gages 

4 6 

-0.01280 0.00730 
-0.01300 0.00730 
-0.01300 0.00]30 

-0.01090 0.00712 

2.28 0.20 

-0.00990 0.01544 

3.60 9.47 



TABLE 31. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTIONS FOR CORNER CYCLIC LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

Type of Solut ion 
1* 2 

1 
First cycle -0.08150 

Exper imenta 1 Fifth cycle - 0.08950 
) Tenth cycle -0.09330 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(q not reduced) -0.08880 
% Error 
(Comparison wi th first cycle) -4.19 

Nonlinear q - W curve 
(q reduced 25 10) -0.09052 

'Yo Error 
(Comparison with tenth cycle) 1.54 

~': 

Out of range. 

Load: 85 lb each point near opposite corner 
(Total load - 170 lb) 

Program: DSLAB 26 (18 X 18 increments 

LVDT's 

3 4 5 6 7 

-0.01620 -0.04320 -0.02500 0.01200 -0.00965 
-0.01600 -0.05170 -0.02420 0.01325 -0.00975 
·0.01640 -0.05400 -0.02460 0.01400 -0.01015 

-0.01358 -0.04133 -0,112913 0.01748 -0.01149 

1. 57 1.07 2.37 3.15 1. 06 

-0.01319 -0.Ol,173 -0,02581 0.03873 -0.01011 

1.77 9.54 0.67 13.66 0.02 

:.lote: Experimental values are the net deflections for the fifth and tenth cycles. 

Dial 

3 1 

-0.17400 -0.04550 
-0.17700 -0.05050 
-0.18100 -0.05400 

-0.17630 -0.04133 

1.32 2.40 

-0.18100 -0.04173 

0.00 6.78 

Gages 

4 6 

-0.02480 0.01370 
-0.02500 0.01370 
-0.02600 0.01420 

-0.02913 0.01748 

2.49 2.17 

-0.02581 0.03873 

0.10 13.55 
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The effect of cycling to control deflection on dial gage 3 was studied 

for three areas, "interior of the slab," "mid-edge," and "unloaded corner." 

Points in the Interior of the Slab. Points covered in this area were 

LVDT's 2, 4 (with dial gage 1 as a check), and 3, which were 4.23, 2.83, and 

1.41 

was 2 

tion 

inches, respectively, from the center on the diagonal, and LVDT 7, which 

inches from the center on the center line. Figure 73 shows load deflec-

curves for LVDT 2. It can be seen from this plot that 

(1) A stage of load stabilization seemed to begin after 9 or 10 cycles, 
which was similar to that for dial 3. 

(2) Shapes and slopes of curves for cycles 1, 5, and 10 were identical. 

(3) The net deflections obtained during the fifth and tenth cycles for 
100 and 170 pounds were greater than those for the first cycle 
(Tables 30 and 31). 

Similar observations could be made from plots for LVDT 4, dial 1, LVDT 3, 

and LVDT 7, which are given in Appendix 5. 

Points on the Mid-Edge. Figure 74 shows the load deflection data for 

LVDT 5. The tendency for load to stabilize after 9 or 10 cycles; for slopes 

and shapes of first, fifth, and tenth cycles to be identical; and for the net 

deflections for fifth and tenth cycles to be greater than those for the first 

cycle (Tables 30 and 31) was similar to that for points in the interior of 

the slab. These observations could also be made from load deflection data of 

dial gage 4 (the check for LVDT 5), from the plot, as given in Appendix 5 and 

Tables 30 and 31. 

Points on the Unloaded Corner. Figure 75 shows the load deflection curves 

for LVDT 6. It can be seen from this plot that the deflections were upwards 

and quite small and the curves during loading for cycles 1, 5, and 10 were 

approximately linear. The observations of a tendency for the load to stabilize 

and the net deflections for fifth and tenth cycles to be greater than those for 

the first cycle (Tables 30 and 31), were similar to those for other points. 

Dial gage 6 served as a check for LVDT 6, and these observations could also be 

made from the plot as given in Appendix 5 and Tables 30 and 31. 

Stresses 

Principal stresses were calculated from strains of the rosettes during 

loading and unloading for the fifth and tenth cycles, as was done in Chapter 5 
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for the first cycle. The method of these computations is described in 

Appendix 3. Figure 76 shows the load versus principal stress curves for 

rosette 3 and the net principal stresses for total loads of 100 and 170 pounds 

for cycles 1, 5, and 10 are given in Tables 32 and 33. From Fig 76 and Tables 

32 and 33 it can be seen that the observations that the slopes and shapes for 

the fifth and tenth cycles were approximately the same as those for the first 

cycle, that there was a tendency for the load to stabilize after 9 or 10 

cycles, and that the net principal stresses for the fifth and tenth cycles 

tended to be greater than those for the first cycle were similar to observa

tions for deflections. The plots for rosettes 2 and 4 as given in Appendix 5, 

and the net principal stresses in Tables 32 and 33, indicated the same effects 

of cyclic loading as for rosette 3. 

Stresses along the edge were calculated from strains of strain gages 5 

and 6, fixed along the edge for the fifth and tenth cycles, as described in 

Appendix 3. Figure 77 shows load versus edge stresses for gage 6, and the net 

stresses for total loads of 100 and 170 pounds for cycles 1, 5, and 10 are 

given in Tables 32 and 33. The tendency of curves of the fifth and tenth 

cycles to follow those of the first cycle, for the load to stabilize, and for 

the net stresses for fifth and tenth cycles to be greater than those for the 

first cycle was similar to that for principal stresses. The data for strain 

gage 5, as given in Appendix 5 and Tables 32 and 33, also indicated these 

effects of cycling loading. 

Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Solutions for Cyclic Data 

Lee (Ref 21) discussed two methods to represent soil for repetitive 

loading: (1) converting the stress-strain characteristics of the soil ob

tained by testing the soil samples under repetitive loads to the pressure

deflection relations using a method similar to Skempton's criteria and (2) 

performing plate load tests under repetitive loads. Both methods can be use

ful if testing of soil samples or rigid plates can be done under repetitive 

loads by elaborate equipment. In the absence of such tests, a preliminary 

attempt can be made to model the soil for cycling loading on the basis of 

slab tests results. 

From the test data discussed previously, the effects of cyclic loading 

can be summarized. First, a stage of stabilization takes place after a few 

cycles. Second, the net deflections and stresses for a particular load in 
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TABLE 32. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL LARGEST PRINCIPAL STRESSES AND EDGE 
STRESSES FOR CORNER CYCLIC LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

Type of Solution 

} 
First cycle 

Experimental Fifth cycle 
Tenth cycle 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(q not reduced) 
% Error 
(Comparison with first cycle) 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(q reduced 25 %) 
% Error 
(Comparison with tenth cycle) 

Load: 50 lb each point (total load = 100 lb) 

Program: DSLAB 26 (18 X 18 increments) 

Rosette 2 

Largest 
Stress 

2714.00 
2893.00 
2914.00 

2732.00 

-0.54 

2670.00 

7.21 

Rosette 4 

Largest 
Stress 

3313.00 
3328.00 
3386.00 

2849.00 

14.01 

2816.00 

16.83 

Rosette 3 

Largest 
Stress 

2389.00 
2662.00 
2667.00 

2753.00 

-10.99 

2743.00 

-2.24 

Strain 5 

Stress 
Along Edge 

2074.00 
2205.00 
2228.00 

2514.00 

-13.28 

2330.00 

3.01 

Note: Experimental values are the net stresses for the fifth and tenth cycles. 

Strain 6 

Stress 
Along Edge 

1209.00 
1233.00 
1245.00 

1126.00 

2.51 

1208.00 

1.09 

t-' 
VI 
VI 



TABLE 33. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL LARGEST PRINCIPAL STRESSES AND EDGE 
STRESSES FOR CORNER CYCLIC LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

Type of Solution 

} 
First cycle 

Experimental Fifth cycle 
Tenth cycle 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(q not reduced) 
% Error 
(Comparison with first cycle) 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(q reduced 25 %) 
% Error 
(Comparison with tenth cyc le) 

Load: 85 lb each point (total load ~ 170 lb) 

Program: DSLAB 26 (18 X 18 increments) 

Rosette 2 

Largest 
Stress· 

4930.00 
6111.00 
6515.00 

6025.00 

16.74 

5940.00 

7.63 

Rosette 4 

Largest 
Stress 

6542.00 
7119.00 
7539.00 

6432.00 

16.81 

6386.00 

15.29 

Rosette 3 

Largest 
Stress 

6001.00 
5618.00 
6116.00 

5307.00 

10.61 

5322.00 

10.53 

Strain. 5 

Stress 
Along Edge 

4327.00 
4682.00 
5121. 00 

4704.00 

5.76 

4278.00 

11.18 

Note: Experimental values are the net stresses for the fifth and tenth cycles. 

Strain 6 

Stress 
Along Edge 

2252.00 
2477.00 
2596.00 

2370.00 

1.80 

2580.00 

0.21 
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stabilized stage are greater, in general, than those in the first cycle. 

Based on these observations, an attempt was made to obtain the analytical 

solution by modifying the nonlinear representation of the soil from 9-inch

diameter-plate load test data by the following methods: 

(1) Adjust the nonlinear q - w curve by reducing q by a 
ultimate 

certain amount so that analytical solutions thus obtained agree 
favorably with the experimental results. 

(2) From the test data for various LVDT's and dial gages, the permanent 
set after a particular cycle is known. If the entire slab area is 
observed by a sufficient number of such deflection gages, areas of 
similar behavior can be chosen. Areas of such nature for center 
load slab test (series 330) can be divided as shown in Fig 78(a). 
An initial offset can be given on the q - w curves, depending on 
the particular area, as shown in Fig 78(b). Solutions can then be 
obtained by inputting the q - w curves with different offsets for 
the various areas. Reductions in q as suggested in method 

ultimate 
1 can be introduced further until a better agreement exists between 
the analytical and experimental solutions. 

The second method was tried for center load slab test (series 330) with 

different offsets on the q - w curves of areas as shown in Fig 78 without 

reducing q With the input of curves of such highly nonlinear na-ultimate • 
ture, with a different offset at every station, the results obtained were not 

symmetric. This approach was not tried any further. A thorough study to 

solve such highly nonlinear problems is greatly needed. 

Method 1 was tried with the input of the q - w curve, as shown in Fig 

79 with an arbitrary reduction of 25 percent in q Because the ten-ultimate . 
sion was considered to be fully effective up to ten cycles, no modification 

was done on the tension side. Solutions were obtained for loads of 100 and 

185 pounds for center load slab test (series 330) and 100 and 170 pounds (50 

and 85 pounds at each point) for corner loads slab test (series 340). 

Comparison 

A comparison of net deflections and stresses was made the same way as 

for cycle 1, described in Chapter 5. For the static case, i.e., for cycle 1, 

percentage errors were calculated using analytical solutions obtained using 

the q - w curve for the 9-inch-diameter plate load test data without any re-

duction in qultimate • For cyclic loading, percentage errors were calculated 

for the last cycle, using the modified q - w curve. 
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(b) Method of offsetting the nonlinear curves. 

Fig 78. Method of modifying soil representation for cyclic loads. 
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For center load slab test (series 330), a comparison of net deflections 

for center loads of 100 and 185 pounds for cycles 1 and 7 is given in Tables 

28 and 29. It is observed that percentage errors for cycle 7 compared well 

with those of cycle 1 at most points. 

For corner loads slab test (series 340) a comparison of net deflections 

for loads of 100 and 170 pounds (50 and 85 pounds at each point) for cycles 1 

and 10 is given in Tables 30 and 31. The percentage errors for cycles 1 and 

10 are quite comparable at most points; at a few points the comparison for 

cycle 10 showed greater discrepancy. A comparison of net principal stresses 

and net stresses along the edge, as given in Tables 32 and 33, shows that the 

percentage errors obtained for cycles 1 and 10 were quite comparable. 

Observations on the Cycling Behavior 

From the cycling test data and their comparison with the analytical solu

tion obtained by modifying the nonlinear support representation, the following 

observations can be made: 

(1) The effect of cyclic loading the slab for the maximum deflection 
or a constant deflection was that, first, a stage of load stabiliza
tion seemed to begin after a few cycles, and such load stabilization 
took place earlier if the load were cycled for a deflection less 
than the maximum obtained during the first cycle. Second, the 
slopes and shapes of curves for deflections and stresses for cycle 1 
and for those obtained in the stabilized stage after cycling were 
approximately the same. Third, the net deflections and stresses 
after cycling were, in general, greater than those for the first 
cycle. 

(2) By modifying the nonlinear support representation based on a lower 
bounds equilibrium response, it is possible to obtain an analytical 
solution for the slab under cyclic loads comparable to the experimen
tal results. This solution is a tool by which various soil represen
tations can be investigated and fitted to the data and points out 
how even crude representations of a very complex phenomenon can pro
duce useful engineering answers. It is possible that other methods 
can be used to obtain the nonlinear support characteristics, for 
example, plate load tests or triaxial tests under cyclic loads. 



CHAPfER 7. SUMMARY 

Conclusions 

The experimental evidence in this report shows that discrete-element 

solution techniques provide extremely good results in predicting plate and 

slab stresses and deflections and can be useful tools in the analysis of 

bridge slabs and pavements. The following specific conclusions can be drawn 

regarding the results. 

For linearly elastic plates on rigid supports under two different loading 

conditions with or without discontinuities, the analytical solutions agree 

with the experimental data within 4 percent of the maximum measured value for 

deflections and within 6 percent for principal stresses. For linearly elastic 

plates the discrepancy for deflections is within 2 percent for the isotropic 

plate and within 5 percent for the orthotropic plate. 

For a slab-on-foundation problem, the soil support can be satisfactorily 

represented as a Winkler foundation, by linear and nonlinear springs as de

termined by plate load tests or from stress-strain data for the soil. Using 

such soil representation for a linearly elastic slab resting on clay soil and 

tested under two different loading configurations good correlation exists for 

small loads between experimental and analytical results for deflections and 

stresses using linear springs for the soil. However, for loads producing 

larger deflections on the slab, nonlinear springs are required. The maximum 

discrepancy is near the periphery of the slab, possibly because the effect of 

the soil outside the perimeter of the slab is ignored. 

Cyclic loading on the slab for the maximum or a constant deflection seems 

to begin to stabilize the load after a few cycles. Then the shapes and slopes 

of curves for deflections and stresses follow approximately those for the 

first cycle, and the net deflections and stresses are greater than those for 

the first cycle. It was also observed that by modifying the support repre

sentation, it was possible to model the soil for cyclic loading based on a 

lower bound equilibrium response and obtain analytical solutions comparable 

to the experimental results. 
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Suggestions for Future Work 

From the analysis of the slab test, it was observed that the maximum 

discrepancy between the measured and DSLAB solutions was at points on the 

periphery of the slab. DSLAB solutions using both linear and nonlinear soil 

springs should, therefore, be modified by coupled spring model or other meth

ods to consider the effect of the soil outside the perimeter of the slab. 

The discrete-element solutions investigated herein do not take into 

account the friction between the slab and the soil, temperature and environ

mental effects, and nonlinear slab properties. The completion of current 

work to include these effects will help to model the actual pavements, and a 

study of full-scale prototypes would then be desirable to check the analyti

cal solutions. 

Development of methods to represent soil for cyclic loading is needed 

and more tests are required to evaluate such representation. The inclusion 

of the repetitive and dynamic behavior of soil will also be useful in further 

understanding of actual pavement behavior. 

Application of Results 

This report provides more confidence in the use of the discrete-element 

solution for plates, isotropic or orthotropic, with or without discontinui

ties, and under different load and support conditions, if the plate properties 

are determined accurately and the deflections are small. 

For the slab-on-foundation problem, the tests confirm that the discrete

element solutions can be used with confidence, provided linear springs, based 

on the Winkler foundation, are limited to small loads. The finding that non

linear springs are required for larger loads and deflections is significant. 

These linear and nonlinear soil springs can be determined by plate load tests 

or from stress-strain data for the soil. A plate load test may not always 

be feasible in practice, and laboratory testing of the saturated clay sample 

under triaxial compression test is sometimes recommended. 

The important application of this work will involve the future use of 

nonlinear support springs in the analysis of slabs-on-foundation. Further 

application will be the continuation of the preliminary cyclic loading tests 

reported herein. 
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APPENDIX 1. DETERMINATION OF PLATE AND SLAB PROPERTIES 

Aluminum Plate 

Tension Test 

A 2 by 18 by 1/4-inch-thick strap was tested under tension. Longitudinal 

and transverse strains were measured by using foil strain gages oriented at 

90 degrees. The strain gages were used on both sides of the strap at identi

cal positions. The load was measured by a load cell. The test data are given 

in Fig Al.l, where it can be observed that the load versus strain relation is 

linear. For a load of 2000 pounds 

Average longitudinal strain 

Average transverse strain 

725 + 720 + 728 
3 X 2 

240 + 242 + 245 
3 X 2 

Stress 
2000 

4000 lb/in
2 

2 X 0.25 

E 

\i 

4000 X 6 X 106 
2173 

727 
6 

Bending Test 

0.336 

2173 -6 
6 X 10 in/in 

727 - 6 
6 X 10 in/in 

The strap tested under tension was also tested under bending as a canti

lever. The load was applied 4 inches from the free end, where deflection was 

measured. The test data are given in Fig Al.2. From Fig Al.2 
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2000 

1750 

1500 

1250 

<II 

1000 .0 

750 

500 

400 200 o 
Transverse Compressive Strain 

200 

0- Cycle I 

x - Cycle 2 

+ - Cycle 3 

400 600 

Longitudinal Tensile Strain, p.-in/in 

Fig AI.I. Tension test data for aluminum strap of plate material. 
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Deflection at Free End, inch 

Fig Al.2. Bending test data for aluminum strap of plate material. 
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Load 8 lb 

Deflection at the free end 0.2385 inch 

Using the deflection equation for a cantilever 

EI 28950 lb-in
2 

E 11.1 X 10
6 

lb/in
2 

Practically there is no difference in the values of E obtained by ten

sion tests and by bending tests. The value obtained by the bending test was 

used to compute the stiffness properties of the plate: 

D x 

c x 

D 
Y 

c y 

2 12(1 - \) ) 

12(1 + \)) 

Plexiglas Isotropic Plate 

Tension Test 

= 1.6 X 10
4 

lb-in 

1.061 X 10
4 

lb-in 

A 2 by 18 by 1/2-inch-thick strap was tested in tension, and strain was 

recorded in the same manner as for the aluminum strap. The test data are 

given in Fig Al.3. The average values of E and \) obtained are 

E = 0.44 X 10
6 

lb/in
2 

\) 0.375 

Bending Test 

The data from testing a 2 by 18 by 1/2-inch strap under bending as a 

cantilever are given in Fig Al.4. For a load of 3 pounds 
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Fig Al.3. Tension test data for Plexiglas strap. 
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Fig Al.4. Bending test data for Plexiglas strap. 



Deflection of free end 

EI . 2 
8550 Ib-~n 

E = 0.41 X 10
6 

lb/in
2 

177 

0.30310 inch 

The value of E obtained from the bending test is less than that obtained 

from the tension test, which used strain gages. This may be due to the local 

strengthening effect of epoxy near the strain gages. The value obtained by 

the bending test was used to compute stiffness properties of the plate: 

D 
x 

c 
x 

D 
y 

c 
y 

Plexiglas Orthotropic 

Tension Test 

Testing was done 

(1) a 2 by 18 by 

(2) a 2 by 18 by 
and 

(3) a 2 by 18 by 

4950 lb-in 

l2(l+\)) 
3.12 X 103 lb-in 

Plate 

under tension on 

1/2-inch Plexiglas unstiffened strap, 

1/2- inch Plexiglas strap with transverse stiffeners, 

1/2- inch Plexiglas strap with longitudinal stiffeners. 

The stiffeners were bonded chemically to the strap in the same manner and at 

identical positions as those on the orthotropic plate. The longitudinal de

flection was measured by dial gage, whereas transverse deflection was measured 

by screw gages at different points along the specimens. Longitudinal versus 

transverse strains are plotted in Fig Al.5 for all cases. The Poisson's ratios 

\) obtained are 0.375 for plain strap (same as obtained earlier), 0.329 with 

longitudinal stiffeners, and 0.29 with transverse stiffeners (average of values 

obtained at the locations with and without stiffeners). 
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Fig Al.S. Tension test data for Plexiglas straps 
with and without stiffness. 
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Bending Test 

The straps with longitudinal and transverse stiffeners were tested in 

bending as a cantilever. The test data for straps with transverse and longi

tudinal stiffeners are shown in Figs Al.6 and Al.7, respectively. EI values 

obtained for both cases are 

(EI) (with transverse stiffeners) 
y 

(EI) (with longitudinal stiffeners) 
x 

6524 lb-in 

9340 lb-in 

From these values D and D were obtained using the Poisson's ratio x y 
of the original material: 

D x 

D 
Y 

(EI) 
x 

2 
1 - v 

(EI) 
y 

2 
1 - v 

9340 
10825 lb-in 

1 - 0.375
2 

6524 
7560 lb-in 

1 - 0.375
2 

D and D were also calculated analytically as suggested by Huffington 
x y 

and Blacksburg (Refs 17 and 18): 

D 11178 lb-in 
x 

D 7640 lb-in 
y 

As the plate and the straps were stiffened by the same method, the stiffness 

values obtained experimentally were used for the analytical solutions. 

Twisting Stiffness 

Twisting stiffness of the orthotropic plate was determined experimentally 

as suggested by Hudson (Ref 19). The plate was tested under a corner load, as 

shown in Fig Al.8. Test data are given in Fig Al.9. The twisting stiffness 

obtained is 
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Fig Al.6. Bending test data for Plexiglas strap 
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Clamped to Resist 
Upward Movement 

(a) Test set-up. 

(b) Dimensions. 

Fig A1.8. Test arrangements for determination of twisting stiffness 
of orthotropic plate under corner loading. 
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Fig AI.9. Test data for orthotropic plate under corner load. 
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c '" c 6440 1b-in 
x y 

Aluminum Slab 

A 1-1/2 by 18 by 1/8-inch strap was tested in both tension and bending 

in the same way as for plates. The test data for tension test are shown in 

Fig A1.10. The elastic and stiffness properties thus obtained were 

10.5 X 10
6 

1blin 
2 

E = 

\I 0.338 

D D 1.930 X 103 Ib-in 
x y 

C c 1.280 X 10
3 

1b-in 
x y 
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Cycle 2 - x 

Cycle 3 - + 
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Fig AI.IO. Tension test data for aluminum strap of slab material. 
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APPENDIX 2. PRELIMINARY SLAB TESTS UNDER CENTER LOAD 

Before the final slab testing under the center load, two preliminary 

slab series were conducted to establish a suitable test procedure. The 

methods of soil placement and load application in these series were the same 

as those described in Chapter 5. The main difference in the two preliminary 

series was in the recording and measurement of load and deflection. 

Test on Uninstrumented Slab (Series 300) 

The first preliminary test series was conducted on an uninstrumented 

slab. The test arrangements are shown in Fig A2.l(a) and (b). The load was 

measured by a proving ring, and deflections by O.OOOl-inch dial gages. Ini

tial readings of all dial gages were taken with no load on the slab. Loading 

was then started and increased to 25 pounds. After recording the gage read

ings, the slab was unloaded completely. The load was then cycled for the maxi

mum deflection at the point nearest the load until it became constant in two 

successive cycles. The load was increased to 50 pounds and cycled until the 

deflection at Point 1 was constant in two successive cycles. Testing was 

also done under loads of 75 and 100 pounds with deflection cycled at 75 pounds 

and load cycled at 100 pounds. 

After the test, the slab was removed. In order to represent the soil 

subgrade by linear and nonlinear springs, i.e., Winkler foundation, plate load 

tests were conducted according to ASTM specifications (Ref 3) on plates of 1, 

2, 4, and 6-inch diameters. The plates were positioned at different locations, 

keeping the center of the plate at a distance from the side of the box at 

least 3 times the radius of the plate. Shear strength and other soil proper

ties were determined as for main center load slab test (series 330), as de

scribed in Chapter 5. 

Soil Properties 

Pressure versus average deflection characteristics of the plate load tests 

are shown in Fig A2.2. From the plots it can be seen that these characteristics 
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(b) Close-up of slab wlth loading 
and measurement devices. 

Fig A2.L. Preliminary s lab testing under center load. 
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Fig A2.2. Pressure versus deflection data of plate load tests for preliminary slab test (series 300). 
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are influenced by the size of the loaded area. Shear strengths obtained from 

the unconfined compression tests are shown in Fig A2.3. Average shear strength 

was found to be 180 1b/ft
2 

(1.25 psi), Shear strengths using the vane apparatus 

are given in Table A2.1. The average values at each location ranged from 195 

to 255 lb/ft
2 

(1.36 to 1.77 psi), with average constant value of 210 lb/ft2 

(1.46 psi). Shear strength at the surface using the torvane was found to be 

260 lb/ft
2 

(1.80 psi). The variation in water content is shown in Fig A2.4. 

The average value was 38.1 percent. The wet density, as determined from the 

weight and volume of the extruded samples, varied from 112 to 120 1b/ft3 with 

the average 116 lb/ft
3

• 

Test Data 

Figure A2.5 shows the positions of dial gages and point of loading on the 

slab. Figure A2.6 shows the load versus deflection curve for Point 1 (point 

controlling the deflections during various cycles), 1 inch from the center on 

the center line. The points on the curve correspond to those obtained during 

loading for loads of 25, 50, 75, and 100 pounds for various cycles and for 

zero load during unloading in each cycle. From this plot, the following can 

be observed. During cycling, a deflection of -0.0034 inch obtained for 25 

pounds in the first cycle, was obtained for 23.4 pounds during the second 

cycle, and 22.8 pounds during the third and fourth cycles; during cycling for 

a load of 50 pounds, the deflections obtained were -0.0070 and -0.0072 inch 

in the first and second cycles and -0.0074 inch in the third and fourth cycles. 

This indicates that there might be a tendency for load to stabilize during 

deflection cycling and for deflection to stabilize during load cycling after a 

few cycles. A similar stage of stabilization seems to take place during de

flection cycling after 4 cycles at 75 pounds and during load cycling after 5 

cycles at 100 pounds. The deflections obtained for each step of load during 

the first and last cycles are plotted in Fig A2.7. It can be observed from 

this figure that the deflections obtained during the last cycle (representing 

the effect of cyclic load) are greater than those for the first cycle (repre

senting approximately the static case). 

It was also observed that deflections of all points except corners were 

downward. At corners the deflection was upward. 
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Depth from 
Surface 

(inch) 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

TABLE A2.1. SHEAR STRENGTH USING VANE APPARATUS FOR 
PRELIMINARY SLAB SERIES (SERIES 300) 

Shear Strength at Location (lb/ft
2

) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

248 225 255 225 225 232 

210 195 195 203 203 218 

195 210 210 210 210 210 

203 203 195 195 210 203 

214 203 203 210 203 218 

225 225 210 210 210 218 

Average Shear 
Strength 

235 

204 

207 

202 

208 

216 

2 
Variation in shear strength: 195 to 255 Ib/ft (1.36 to 1.77 psi). 

2 
Average constant value: 2101b/ft (1.46 psi). 
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Analytical Solutions 

Plate load test data were plotted using various parameters and scales to 

try to get a normalized curve so that data for any other size could be extra

polated. Partial success was obtained in getting such a curve (Ref 39). 

Linear springs were first used to get DSLAB 30 (Ref 29) solutions. These 

springs were found from the plate load data by two methods: 

(1) linear springs predicted for 9-inch-diameter plate for O.Ol-inch 
deflection (tangent modulus). The k (soil modulus) thus obtained 

= 170 lb/in
3

• 

(2) linear springs predicted for 9-inch-diameter plate for 0.02-inch 

deflection (secant modulus). The k thus obtained = 144 lb/in3 . 

The deflections obtained using DSLAB 30 were compared with the observed 

deflections in the first cycle (static case) and percentage error computed as 

a function of the maximum measured deflection. The comparison, as presented 

in Table A2.2, shows that good correlation exists between the experimental and 

DSLAB solutions using linear springs corresponding to k = 144 lb/in3 It is 

also observed that the maximum discrepancy is on the periphery of the slab. 

To improve the analytical solutions, the following were used: 

(1) nonlinear springs using 6-inch-diameter plate test data, 

(2) nonlinear springs predicted for 9-inch-diameter plate, and 

(3) nonlinear springs using Skempton's recommendations from unconfined 
compression test data. 

The use of these nonlinear springs for DSLAB 26 (Ref 20) was similar to 

that reported in Chapter 5. Comparison of the analytical deflections thus 

obtained with the observed deflections as given in Table A2.2 shows that the 

percentage errors at all points including those of the periphery were almost 

of the same magnitude as those using linear springs. 

The following shortcomings of the test method were revealed: 

(1) The calibration of the proving ring was affected if the load applied 
was not perfectly vertical. As the connections between the screw 
jack, proving ring, and loading rod could not be adjusted much 
vertically, the load measurement might have been in error. 

(2) The spring of the dial gage prevented the corner of the slab from 
lifting by 0.00065 inch. 

(3) The friction developed between the slab and the soil was not re
duced, but its effect was not considered in the analytical solutions. 



TABLE A2.2. 

Type of Solution 

Experimental 

Linear springs k 170 psi 
% Error 

Linear springs k 144 psi 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(6-inch plate data) 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(predicted for 9-inch plate data) 
% Error 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(Skempton's recommendation) 
% Error 

EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTIONS FOR PRELIMINARY 
TEST ON UNINSTRUMENTED SLAB (SERIES 300) 

Load: 100 lb in the center 

Programs: DSLAB 30 and DSLAB 26 

Dial Gages 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

-0.02170 -0.02120 -0.00650 0.00090 -0.00410 -0.00460 

-0.02035 -0.02035 -0.00626 0.00544 -0.00235 -0.00235 
- 6. 22 -3.92 -1.11 20.92 -8.07 -10.37 

-0.02250 -0.02250 -0.00755 0.00548 -0.00339 -0.00339 
3.69 5.99 4.82 21.11 -3.25 - 5.56 

-0.02072 -0.02072 -0.00634 0.00558 -0.00238 -0.00234 
-4.52 -2.21 -0.73 21. 55 -8.12 -10.43 

-0.02305 -0.02305 -0.00747 0.00594 -0.00308 -0.00308 
6.22 8.52 4.45 23.21 -4.72 -7.02 

-0.02359 -0.02359 -0.00792 0.00579 -0.00353 -0.00353 
8.71 11.01 6.52 22.55 -2.62 -4.93 

7 

0.00100 

0.00544 
20.46 

0.00548 
20.65 

0.00558 
21.09 

0.00594 
22.75 

0.00579 
22.09 

N 
o 
o 
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(4) As the soil modulus was affected by the size of the loaded area, 
the values extrapolated for the 9-inch-square slab from test data 
for rigid plates of 1, 2, 4, and 6-inch diameters might be in error. 

(5) Due to space limitations, only two dial gages could be placed, 
either on the diagonal or on the center line; this was not suffi
cient for plotting deflections. 

Test on Instrumented Slab (Series 320) 

Another preliminary series, on an instrumented slab, was conducted under 

center loading with the following improvements: 

(1) Load was measured by a load cell. 

(2) Load was applied through a ball so that only the vertical component 
of the load was transmitted to the slab. 

(3) Deflections were measured by LVDT's, three along both the diagonal 
and the center line. The cores of the LVDT's did not exert enough 
pressure on the slab to have an affect, which the spring of the 
dial gage did. 

(4) A thin film of grease was applied on the bottom of the slab. 

(5) Plate load test on a 9-inch-diameter plate was also included. 

The slab was loaded continuously and data for load, deflection, and 

strain measured by load cell, LVDT's, and rosettes were recorded by the scan

ning process on a 40-channel digital logging system. The details of recording 

the data are given in Chapter 3. The slab was tested for load up to 200 pounds 

and then unloaded. The data were obtained at regular intervals during loading 

and unloading. 

Plate load tests, shear tests, and other soil tests were conducted the 

same way as for the preliminary series 300. The plate load test data for a 

9-inch-diameter plate were given in Fig 37. Shear strengths obtained from 

the unconfined compression tests are shown in Fig A2.8 with an average value 

of 177 lb/ft2 (1.23 psi). The in situ shear strength, as given in Table A2.3, 

varied from 185 to 205 lb/ft
2 

(1.28 to 1.42 psi) with an average of 198 lb/ft
2 

(1.38 psi). The variation in water, as shown in Fig A2.9, showed an average 

of 38 percent. The average wet density was 116 Ib/ft
3

• 

The data reduction was done exactly as described in Appendix 3. It was 

then determined that one LVDT was out of range just after starting the load, 

and the others got out of range at different loads higher than 100 pounds. 

The data analysis was therefore done for 100 pounds only. It was also re-

vealed that one gage of a rosette was disconnected. 
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Depth from 
Surface 

(inch) 

0 

1 

2 
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4 

5 

TABLE A2.3. SHEAR STRENGTH USING VANE APPARATUS FOR 
PRELIMINARY SLAB TEST (SERIES 320) 

Shear Strength at Locations (lb/ft2) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

185 190 185 185 190 195 

190 190 195 195 195 200 

190 195 195 195 195 200 

200 200 200 205 205 205 

205 200 205 200 205 205 

205 205 205 205 205 205 

2 
Variation: 185 to 205 1b/ft (1.28 to 1.42 psi). 

Average constant value: 198 1b/ft
2 

(1.38 psi). 

Average Shear 
Strength 

188 

194 

195 

203 

203 

205 
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As observed from the preliminary series 300, the soil modulus was 

dependent on the size of the plate, as reported by Siddiqi (Ref 39); the data 

of the 9-inch-diameter plate test (Fig 37) were used to determine linear and 

nonlinear springs. The soil was represented by the following springs: 

(1) linear springs corresponding to tangent modulus for .Ol-inch 
deflection, 

(2) linear springs corresponding to secant modulus for .02-inch 
deflection, 

(3) nonlinear springs using the entire 9-inch-diameter plate data, and 

(4) nonlinear springs using Skempton's recommendation. 

DSLAB solutions using the different soil springs were compared with the 

observed deflections and principal stresses and the percentage error calcu

lated in the same way as for the preliminary series 300 and for the center 

load slab test (series 320), discussed in Chapter 5. The comparison for de

flection is given in Fig A2.l0 and Table A2.4 and for principal stresses in 

Table A2.5. The comparison shows that good correlation exists between experi

mental and DSLAB solutions for deflections and principal stresses using linear 

or nonlinear soil springs. 

The following shortcomings of the preliminary series 320 were found: 

(1) The LVDT's were calibrated by moving the core upwards, whereas the 
deflections measured on the slab during testing were mostly down
wards. The scale in the recording system was not properly adjusted 
for such movement. 

(2) LVDT's of 1 and l/2-inch range were used to measure deflection for 
±O.200 inch or less. 

(3) The lead wires from the rosettes were attached to the slab by a 
thick layer of epoxy, which may have had the effect of increasing 
the stiffness of the slab. 

The center load slab test (series 330) and corner loads slab test (series 340) 

were conducted with the following improvements: 

(1) The LVDT's were calibrated by moving the core downward so that de
flections were recorded in the same range during testing and cali
bration. 

(2) Calibration was done for the entire range of deflections expected. 
However, this resulted in reducing the resolution. 

(3) The epoxy connecting the lead wires of the rosettes and the slab 
was scratched, except for a short distance near the gage. 
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for preliminary center load test (series 320) - see Table A2.4. 
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TABLE A2.4. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DEFLECTIONS FOR PRELIMINARY 
TEST ON INSTRUMENTED SLAB (SERIES 320) 

Load: 100 1b in the center 

Programs: DSLAB 30 and DSLAB 26 (18 X 18 increments) 

LVDT's 

Type of Solution 
1 2 3 4· 5 

Distance from Center 1 2.5 4.5 1.41 3.53 
inch inch inch inch inch 

Experimental -0.02190 -0.01310 -0.00440 -0.01920 -0.00700 

Linear springs k 160 1bs/in 3 -0.02093 -0.01221 -0.00272 -0.01846 -0.00686 
% Error -4.50 -4.06 -7.65 -3.38 -0.64 

Linear springs k 144 1bs/in 3 -0.02231 -0.01330 -0.00332 -0.01978 -0.00765 
% Error 1.87 0.91 -4.92 2.65 2.97 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) -0.02241 -0.01311 -0.00271 -0.01980 -0.00706 
% Error 2.33 0.05 -7.71 2.74 0.27 

Nonlinear q - w curve 
(Skempton's) -0.02359 -0.01411 -0.00353 -0.02094 -0.00792 
% Error 7.72 4.61 - 3.97 7.% 4.18 

Did not work. 
Note: Plot along center line as shown in Fig A2.10. 

6 

6.36 
inch 

* 

0.00385 

0.00400 

0.00616 

0.00580 

N 
o 
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TABLE A2.5. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL PRINCIPAL STRESSES FOR 
PRELIMINARY TEST ON INSTRUMENTED SLAB (SERIES 320) 

Load: 100 1b in the center 

Programs: DSLAB 30 and DSLAB 26 (18 X 18 increments) 

Rosette 1 Rosette 2 Rosette 3 Rosette 4 

Type of Solution 

Experimental 

Linear springs k 160 psi 
% Error 

Linear springs k 144 psi 
% Error 

Nonlinear springs (q - w curve) 
(9-inch-diameter plate data) 
% Error 

Nonlinear springs (q - w curve) 
(Skempton's data) 
% Error 

* Data not available. 

Largest 
Stress 

4820.00 

4614.00 
-4.27 

4738.00 
-1.80 

4892.00 
1.49 

4950.00 
2.70 

Largest 
Stress 

1696.00 

1089.00 
-12.60 

1173.00 
-10.85 

1269.00 
-8.86 

1310.00 
-8.01 

Largest 
Stress 

3264.00 

2543.00 
-15.00 

2639.00 
-13 .00 

3272.00 
0.16 

3320.00 
1.16 

Largest 
Stress 

* 

658.00 

694.70 

815.00 

832.00 



APPENDIX 3 

METHOD OF DATA REDUCTION FOR SLAB TESTS 
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APPENDIX 3. METHOD OF DATA REDUCTION FOR SLAB TESTS 

Calibration Constants 

Deflection 

Deflections were measured by LVDT's which were calibrated before the 

slab testing. Calibration was accomplished by inserting locally machined 

gage blocks of known thickness and recording the output in millivolts (mv) on 

the digital voltmeter. Each calibration was repeated to check the reproduci

bility (details are given in Chapter 3). A plot between the deflection and 

related voltage was drawn. The slope of the linear curve drawn through most 

of the points established the calibration constant. Such curves along with 

the calibration constants are given in Figs A3.1, A3.2, and A3.3 for prelimi

nary, center load, and corner loads slab tests (series 320, 330, and 340, re

spectively). The calibration constant of LVDT 1 for the center load slab 

test (series 330), for example, was 3.17 mv/0.001 inch (Fig A3.2). 

Strain 

Each gage was calibrated by shunting a known resistance in the gage cir

cuit and recording the output, first on the digital voltmeter and then on the 

strain indicator. The calibration was also accomplished by using Eq 3.1. A 

calibration constant of 0.325 ~ .. /~v was established to get strain in ~-in/in. 

Load 

The calibration constants for load for the various test series were 

(1) preliminary test (series 320) - 100 1b/mv, 

(2) center load slab test (series 330) - 500 1b/mv, and 

(3) corner loads slab test (series 340) - 200 1b/mv. 

Sample Data Reduction 

The output of loads, deflections (measured by LVDT's), and strains of 

the various channels were recorded on a digital voltmeter (DVM) by the 

211 
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1400 Calibration Constants; 

LI = 5.35 my /o.oor in. 

L2 = 6.10 my /0.001 in. L4 

L3 = 8,18 my /0.001 in. 

1200 L4 = 26.1 my / 0.001 in. 

Ls : 22.8 my /0.001 in. L!I 

La = 22,0 my/O.OOlin. La 

1000 

:> 800 
E 

-::I 
Co 
~ 

::J 

0 

600 

400 

200 

O~~------~--________ ~ __________ ~ __________ ~ __________ ~ 

o 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 
Def lection, inch 

Fig A3.l. Calibration data for LVDT's for preliminary 
center load slab test (series 320). 
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Calibration Constants: 

LI = 3.17 my/O.OOI in. 

L2 = 3.26 my/O.OOI in. 

L3 = 7.39 mY/ 0.001 in. 

L4 3.09my/0.00Iin. 

Le = 3.82 mY/ 0.001 in. 

La = 3.50 my/O.OOI in. 
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O~L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
o 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 

Deflection, inch 

Fig A3.2. Calibration data for LVDT's for center 
load slab test (series 330). 
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280 

240 
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:> 
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-III 160 
ClI 
tl .... 
0 
> 
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40 

Col ibration Constants: 

LI :: 1.135 my/O.OOlin. 

L 2 :: 1.155 my/O.OOI in. 

L3: 2.865nw/0.001 in. 

L4 :: 1.675 mY/O.OOl in. 

L5 :: 2.09 my/O.OOl in. 

L6 :: 1.355 my/O.OOI in. 

L7: 11.43 my/O.OOI in 

OE-______ ~ ________ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~ ________ ~ 
o 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 O. '0 

Oaf laction, inch 

Fig A3.3. Calibration data for LVDT1s for corner 
loads slab test (series 340). 

0.12 0.14 



scanning system. Table A3.l shows the system connections for center load 

slab tests (series 320 and 330), and Table A3.2 for corner loads slab test 

(series 340). 
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Sample output as printed by the digital voltmeter is shown in Fig A3.4. 

This corresponds to channels 1 through 14 for center load slab test (series 

330) taken during loading in the first cycle, five minutes after the load 

application. Sample calculations for load and corresponding deflection or 

strain are as follows: 

Channell (load): 

Output 28 X 10- 5 v 28 X 10- 2 mv 

Difference from initial reading 

Calibration constant = 500 lb/mv 
-2 

Load 28 X 10 X 500 = 140 lb 

Channel 2 (LVDT 1): 

-2 
(28 - 0)10 mv 

Output -9 mv (rounded to full number) 

-2 
28 X 10 mv 

Difference from initial reading - 9 - 106 -115 mv 

Calibration constant 

Deflection ::: 115 
3.17 

Channel 13 (load): 

::: 

Output 31 X 10- 2 mv 

Difference from zero 

3.17 mv/O.OOI inch 

-0.0363 inch 

(31 - 0) 10- 2 31 X 10- 2 mv 

Load 31 X 5 155 lb 

Channel 14 (rosette l(a)): 

Output -2080 ~v 

Difference from initial reading -2080 - (-220) 

Calibration constant 0.325 ~e:I~v 

Strain -1860 X 0.325 - 605 Win/in 

-1860 ~v 

Similar computations for load, deflection, and strain were made for all 

the channels for all the tests during both loading and unloading. Sample 

calculations for the center load slab test during loading are given in Table 

A3.3 for loads and deflections for LVDT's 1, 2, and 3, and in Table A3.4 for 

loads and strains for rosette 1. Other calculations for all the tests are 

given in Ref 26. 
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Channel 14 I 4 00208 5 
Channel 13 I 3 + 000 3 I 5 

2 + o 2 I 9 0 5 
I I + 000 3 2 5 
I 0 + o 4 6 8 7 5 
0 9 + 000 3 I 5 
0 8 007 I 0 5 
0 7 + 000 3 0 5 
0 6 + 039 3 4 5 
0 5 + 000 2 9 5 
0 4 + 033 4 I 5 
0 3 + 000 2 9 5 

Channel 2 0 2 o 0 8 6 8 5 
Channel I 0 I + 000 2 8 5 

0 0 000 0 0 5 
After Five Minutes During Loadmg 

Fig A3.4. Sample output for center load 
slab test (series 330). 
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TABLE A3.l. SYSTEM CONNECTIONS FOR CENTER LOAD SLAB TEST (SERIES 320 AND 330) 

DVM 
Channel Function Location 

00 Shorted input System zero 

01 Load cell 

02 LVDT No. 1 (7v) 1 inch from center on center line 

03 Load cell 

04 LVDT No. 2 (7v) 2.5 inches from center on center line 

05 Load cell 

06 LVDT No. 3 (24v) 4.5 inches from center on center line 
(mid-edge) 

07 Load cell 

08 LVDT No.4 (7v) 1.41 inches from center on diagonal 

09 Load cell 

10 LVDT No. 5 (24v) 3.53 inches from center on diagonal 

11 Load cell 

12 LVDT No. 6 (24v) 6.36 inches from center on diagonal 
(corner) 

13 Load cell 

14 Rosette No. lea) 1 inch from center on center line 

15 Load cell 

16 Rosette No. 1 (b) 1 inch from center on center line 

17 Load ce 11 

18 Rosette No. 1 (c) 1 inch from center on center line 

19 Load cell 

20 Rosette No. 2 (a) 3 inches from center on center line 

21 Load cell 

22 Rosette No. 2(b) 3 inches from center on center line 

23 Load cell 

24 Rosette No. 2 (c) 3 inches from center on center line 

25 Load cell 

26 Rosette No. 3 (a) 1.41 inches from center on diagonal 

24 Load cell 

(continued) 
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TABLE A3.1. (continued) 

DVM 
Channel Function Location 

28 Rosette No. 3 (b) 1.41 inches from center on diagonal 

29 Load cell 

30 Rosette No. 3 (c) 1.41 inches from center on diagonal 

31 Load cell 

32 Rosette No. 4 (a) 3.53 inches from center on diagonal 

33 Load cell 

34 Rosette No. 4 (b) 3.53 inches from center on diagonal 

35 Load cell 

36 Rosette No. 4 (c) 3.53 inches from center on diagonal 

37 Strain gage applied voltage 

38 LVDT power supply 

39 LVDT power supply 
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TABLE A3.2. SYSTEM CONNECTIONS FOR CORNER LOADS SLAB TEST (SERIES 340) 

DVM 
Channel 

00 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Function 

Shorted input 

Load cell 

LVDT No. 1 

Load cell 

LVDT No. 2 

Load cell 

LVDT No. 3 

Load cell 

LVDT No. 4 

Load cell 

LVDT No.5 

Load cell 

LVDT No. 7 

Load cell 

LVDT No. 6 

Load cell 

Strain gage 

Load cell 

Strain gage 

Load cell 

Rosette No. 

Load cell 

Rosette No. 

Load cell 

Rosette No. 

Load cell 

No. 

No. 

3(a) 

3(b) 

3 (c) 

6 

5 

Location 

System zero 

6.36 inch from center on diagonal 
(corner near load) 

4.24 inch from center on diagonal 

1.41 inch from center on diagonal 

2.82 inch from center on diagonal 
(other side) 

4.5 inch from center on center line 
(mid- edge) 

2.5 inch from center on center line 

6.36 inch from center on diagonal 
(unloaded corner) 

1.5 from corner along edge (near load) 

3.5 from corner along edge 

3.53 inch from center on diagonal 

3.53 inch from center on diagonal 

3.53 inch from center on diagonal 

(continued) 
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TABLE A3. 2. (continued) 

DVM 
Channel Function Location 

26 Rosette No. 2(a) 3.0 inch from center on center line 

27 Load cell 

28 Rosette No. 2(c) 3.0 inch from center on center line 

29 Load cell 

30 Rosette No. 2(b) 3.0 inch from center on center line 

31 Load cell 

32 Rosette No. 4 (b) 1.41 inch from center on diagonal 
(near load) 

33 Load cell 

34 Rosette No. 4(a) 1.41 inch from center on diagonal 

35 Load cell 

36 Rosette No. 4 (c) 1.41 inch from center on diagonal 

37 Strain gage 
applied voltage 

38 LVDT power supply 

39 LVDT power supply 



TABLE A3.3. TEST DATA FOR DEFLECTIONS FOR CENTER LOAD SLAB TEST (SERIES 330) 

LVDT No. 1 LVDT No. 2 LVDT No. 3 

Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Load Deflection Load Deflection Load Deflection 

Time Difference Deflec- Difference Deflec- Difference Deflec-
Reading Load Output from Zero tion Reading Load Output from Zero t ion Reading Load Output from Zero tion 

1bs ~\I LLV inch 1bs u,v u. .... 7 inch 1bs ~V ~V inch 

0 0 0 106 0 .00000 0 0 109 0 .00000 0 0 91 0 .00000 

20 sec 2 10 100 -6 - .00189 2 10 105 -4 -.00123 2 10 88 -3 - .00041 

1 min 8 40 82 -24 -.00757 8 40 98 -11 -.00337 8 40 81 -10 - .00136 

2 min 10 50 75 -31 -.00980 10 50 95 -14 - .00430 10 50 78 -13 -.00176 

3 min 16 80 52 - 54 -.01710 16 80 78 -31 -.00950 17 85 66 -25 -.00339 

4 min 22 110 23 -83 - .02620 22 110 58 - 51 -.01565 23 115 53 -38 -.00515 

5 min 28 140 -9 -ll5 - .03630 29 145 33 -76 -.02330 29 145 39 - 52 -.00705 

6 min 34 170 -44 -150 - .00473 34 170 14 - 95 -.02910 35 175 24 - 67 - .00906 

7 min 38 190 -70 -176 -.05550 38 190 -9 -118 -.03620 38 190 7 -84 -.01140 

8 min 41 205 - 98 -204 - .06440 42 210 -33 -142 -.04360 44 220 -12 -103 - .01395 

9 min 47 235 -103* -209 - .06600 47 235 -70 -179 -.05500 47 235 -32 -123 -.01665 

,~ 

Out of range. 

N 
N 
t-' 



TABLE A3.4. TEST DATA FOR STRAINS FOR ROSETTE 1 FOR CENTER LOAD SLAB TEST SERIES (SERIES 330) 

Strain No. 1A Strain No. IB Strain No. 1C 

Channel 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Load Strain Load Strain Load Strain 

Time Difference Difference Difference 
Output Load Output from Zero Strain Output Load Output from Zero Strain Output Load Output from Zero Strain 

Ibs 11" j.l.v ue 1bs ~'.1 uv ue 1bs j.l.V ~v uC 

0 0 0 -220 0 0 1-0 0 -10 0 0 -0 0 - 60 0 0 

20 sec 3 15 -340 120 39 5-4 20 -70 60 19 4 20 -100 40 13 

min 9 45 -600 380 124 10-9 45 -210 200 65 9 45 -140 80 26 

2 min 11 55 -720 500 163 12-11 55 -260 250 81 12 60 -200 140 45 

3 min 17 85 -1170 950 309 18-17 85 -470 460 150 17 85 -280 220 72 

4 min 25 125 -1690 1470 480 26-25 125 -830 820 267 25 125 -450 390 127 

5 min 31 155 2080 1860 605 32-31 155 -1120 1110 361 31 155 - 570 510 166 

6 min 36 180 -2380 2160 704 37-36 180 -1350 1340 436 36 180 -740 680 221 

7 min 40 200 -2650 2430 790 41-40 200 -1600 1590 517 40 200 -870 810 264 

8 min 42 210 -2800 2580 840 43-42 210 -1700 1690 550 43 215 -950 890 290 

9 min 49 245 -3340 3120 1020 50-49 245 -2120 2110 685 49 245 -1160 1100 358 
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Determination of Largest Principal Stress 

Measured 

From the strains of the rectangular rosettes for a particular load, the 

principal stresses were calculated, using the following equations (Ref 31): 

°max 

€ - € 
E [a c 1 
21- v + 1 + v 

(A3.1) 

1 
1 + v 

(A3.2) 

where 

° max maximum principal stress, 

° min 
minimum principal stress, 

E modulus of elasticity of material, 

v Poisson's ratio of material, 

€ €b a 
€c strain readings of the rosette. 

The largest principal stress corresponded to the larger absolute value 

of 0max and 0min 

calculated using 

The direction of the largest principal stress was then 
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Ci 

where 

Ci 

1 - 1 I" 2 €b - ( € a + € c) I 
2 tan i € - € J 

a c 

angle made by the largest principal with the 

(A3.3) 

direction. 

For example, Fig A3.5 shows the load versus strain for the three gages 

of rosette 1 for the center load slab test. 

For a load of 200 pounds 

€a -790 ~-in/in 

€b -517 ~-in/in 

€c -264 ~-in/in 

Using Eq A3.l and A3.2, the largest principal stress is 10,421 lb/in
2 

a (compressive). Its angle in relation with the direction of €a equals 1 • 

Similar calculations were done for different loads during both loading 

and unloading. Load versus largest principal stress curves thus obtained 

are given in Fig 45. For the other rosettes in the center load and corner 

loads slab tests, the largest principal stresses and their directions were 

obtained the same way and are given in Ref 26. 

DSLAB Solutions 

The DSLAB 30 solution prints out the largest principal stresses directly 

whereas DSLAB 26 gives the largest principal moments. The principal moments 

thus obtained were converted into principal stresses using 

cr !:!Y (A3.4) I 

where 

cr largest principal stress, 

M largest principal moment, 
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y distance from neutral axis 1/16 inch, 

I moment of inertia/unit width. 

For the slab under consideration Eq A3.4 reduces to 

a 384M (A3. 5) 

The largest principal stresses thus obtained are given in Ref 26. 

Determination of Stresses Along the Edge 

In the corner loads slab test, strains were measured along one edge at 

two locations, as shown in Fig 56. The stresses along the edge were found 

from strains. 

For a plane stress case, the stresses can be calculated (Ref 47) in the 

x and y-directions, for an isotropic case, if the strains in the two direc

tions and the elastic properties (E and v) are known, i.e., 

a 
x 

E 

1 -

E 

1 -

2 
v 

2 
v 

(e: + ve: ) 
x Y 

(A3.6) 

(ve: + e: ) x y 
(A3.7) 

For the case under consideration, strains in the y-direction ey ' i.e., per

pendicular to the edge, were neglected, and stresses along the edge were de

termined using the following equation: 

a x 
E 

2 (e:) 
1 - v 

(A3.8) 

Figure A3.6 shows the load versus strain curve for gage 5, and the correspond

ing stresses as calculated for different loads are shown in Fig ~l. 

In the DSLAB solutions, moments and stresses are calculated using half of 

the stiffness along the edge. To compare them with the experimental solutions, 

DSLAB solutions were multiplied by 2. They are given in Ref 26. 
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APPENDIX 4 

SKEMPTON'S RECOMMENDATION TO PREDICT PRESSURE VERSUS 
DEFLECTION CHARACTERISTIC FROM STRESS-STRAIN 

RELATION OF SOIL 
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APPENDIX 4. SKEMPTON'S RECOMMENDATION TO PREDICT PRESSURE 
VERSUS DEFLECTION CHARACTERISTIC FROM STRESS
STRAIN RELATION OF SOIL 

The method of soil representation used herein is based upon a theory of 

foundation deflection advanced by Skempton (Ref 40) in which strain in speci

mens of clay soil tested in triaxial compression is related to the deformation 

of a rigid foundation resting on the surface of a mass of the clay soil. This 

theory has been used by Reese and Matlock (Refs 37 and 24) for laterally loaded 

piles and by Lee (Ref 21) for slabs resting on p1aste1ine, a plastic modeling 

clay. 

Skempton's (Ref 40) derivation of a relationship between strain in com

pression tests and the deformation of a plate or foundation at the surface of 

a mass of soil is restated here for the convenience of the reader, with minor 

notation changes incorporated for consistency in this report. 

From the theory of elasticity, the mean settlement of a rigid foundation 

of width or diameter B on the surface of a semi-infinite solid is given by 

the expression 

where 

Y 

y 

p 

B 

I 
w 

E 

1 - 2 
pBI ~ (A4.1) 

w E 

deflection or settlement, 

foundation pressure, 

width of footing, 

influence value which depends upon the shape and rigidity 
of the foundation, 

Poisson's ratio of the solid, 

modulus of elasticity of the solid. 

231 
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where 

For saturated clays Eq A4.1 may be written as 

::l 
B 

I 
w 

2 

c 

Pf ultimate bearing capacity, 

c apparent cohesion of the clay, or the shear s 
under undrained loading conditions (¢ ~ 0) • 

(A4.2) 

th 

For such clays (i.e., no water content change under applied stress) and 

with ~ 0.5, the ultimate bearing capacity (Ref 44) is 

where 

cN + q 
c 

(A4.3) 

N 
c 

bearing capacity factor depending on 0, plan dimensions 
of the foundation and its depth; 

q overburden pressure at foundation level. 

In the case of the foundation, at the surface, q 

N c c 

a so 

Lee, Skempton, and Timoshenko (Refs 21, 40, and 46) show that for a 

rigid circular footing at the surface 

I 
w 

11 

"4 

Thus for a rigid circular plate at the surface 

::l 
B 

11 r 2 "4 I 1 - (0.5) J 
Nc E 

c 

(A4.4 ) 

(A4.s) 

(A4. 6) 



From the undrained triaxial compression test, strain is defined as 

where 

€ axial strain, 

deviator stress, 

E secant young's modulus at the stress (01 - 03) . 

Equation A4.7 may be rewritten 

where 

(°1 - °3) (°1 - °3)f 1 

(01 - 03) f c E 
c 

ultimate deviator stress. 
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(A4.7) 

(A4 .8) 

For completely saturated clays with no water content change under applied 

stress, the failure is defined, as shown in Fig A4.1, by 

Thus Eq A4.8 reduces to 

°1 - °3 2 

(01 - 03)f E 
c 

(A4.9) 

For a material, 
E is the same whether the material is tested in tri-
c 

axial compression or in bearing capacity, if the same proportion of ultimate 

strength is considered in either case; therefore, 
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Fig A4.l. Mohr failure representation of saturated clays. 
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(A4.10) 

and 

.f 
2 

1:1- 1 

B N IT r 1 - (0.5)2 'J 
c "4 1_ 

(A4.11) 

Thus, for the same ratio of applied stress to ultimate stress, the deformation 

in a plate bearing test is related to the axial strain in a compression test 

by the equation 

1: 
B 

0.2945 N € 
c 

(A4.12) 

Equation A4.12 can be modified for other shapes by using appropriate 

values of I 
w 

The stress-strain characteristics of the soil are determined by static 

loading in undrained triaxial or unconfined compression tests. The rate of 

loading can be kept the same in both the plate load test and the triaxial 

test. Assuming failure to occur at deflections negligibly small compared 

with breadth of the footing, the theoretical value of N 
c 

should be 6.2 for 

circular footings with rough bases. Experimentally, when the full shear 

strength of the clay is mobilized and failure occurs, 

6.8 by Lee (Ref 21). 

N 
c 

is reported to be 

The preceding theory leads to a procedure for predicting plate def1ec-

tion from unconfined compression tests on a saturated clay, as shown in 

Fig A4.2, and the ultimate bearing capacity Pf by Eq A4.4 by 

cN 
c 

If shear strength c is taken as half the unconfined compression strength 

then 
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Fig A4.2. Skempton's method of conversion from stress-strain characteristic 
of saturated clays to pressure-deflection relation. 
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(A4.l3) 

The following procedure can be adopted to predict the deflection of a 

rigid circular plate on the surface of a mass of clay (Fig A4.2): 

(1) Select a stress 0i from the compression test and find the 

corresponding strain e i as shown in Fig A4.2(a). 

(2) 

(3) 

Calculate the deflection for an appropriate value of 

e.g., 

y. 
~ 

N = 6.8 , using the relation 
c 

0.2945 N Be. 
c ~ 

Plot the calculated value of at a plate pressure 

p. 
~ 

N 
c 

2 O. 
~ 

N 
c 

(4) Repeat the above process for enough points to define the curve as 
shown in Fig A4.2(b). 

Using this procedure, the stress-strain relationships at many points 

along the curve from the unconfined compression test were converted to pres

sure versus deflection characteristic for a 9-inch-diameter plate as shown 

in Fig 46. 
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